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Divers are hugely important in the global climate 
change effort. DEPTH is here to shine a light on their 
findings and adventures. Each quarter we will report 
what key figures in the industry have to say about the 
areas we cover.

DEPTH is about the world’s last Great Adventure, 
the Ocean. We go global for the most beautiful pictures 
and the most dramatic unexplored destinations in 
our oceans from our most iconic divers, writers, 
photographers, videographers, and conservationists. 
We want to show you the Ocean in all its glory and 
distress through the eyes, not of professional travelling 
writers and photographers, but through the eyes who 
the people who live in the places they write about. They 
write with passion and with the intimate knowledge of 
their topics. Our photographers demonstrate maximum 
skill, minimal photoshop, showing us the bigger picture 
and showcasing their passion for the Ocean.

Our first edition focuses on sharks, with so many 
species threatened with extinction unless we learn how 
to preserve and protect them. The contentious issues of 
shark feeding by Dr Thomas Vignaud, world renowned 
shark geneticist who spent 5 years studying them in Fiji; 
the adrenalin rush of the Tiger Shark dive; the natural 
shark congregations in the spectacular topography 
under the offshore islands of Mauritius.

We kick off with The Indian Ocean — the great 
International Whale Sanctuary where the whales 
follow the seasonal plankton and krill upwelling from 
the Southern Ocean and come to give birth in its quiet 
warm protected waters. We explore the ocean off the 
East Coast of Africa, where we see the massive shoals of 
sardines following this bountiful bonanza, relentlessly 
pursued by the incredible congregation of voracious 
predators, sharks, dolphins, whales and sea birds, all 
feasting on this annual banquet.

The banquet is under threat, and we wondered why. 
It seems that the culprit could be the European Union. 
Mauritius, world’s largest Oceanographic State owns 
a huge portion of the Indian Ocean, 2.3 million sq km 
which is becoming seriously impacted by overfishing. 
Specifically, Yellowfin Tuna, high on the hit list of the EU, 
China, and Japan. These fish feed in clean water. No Red 
Lead. No mercury. No chrome 6. Highly desirable fishing.

However, Mauritius is currently bound by the 
Europeche agreement with the EU which expires in 2022. 
Under this Agreement the EU countries including Spain 
and France are supposed to process their tuna catches 
through the Princes Tuna factory in Mauritius. The EU 
is bound to police the activities of fishing boats. This is 
easy with satellite tracking. But the Eu failed to do that.

Instead, Spain, France and Portugal are catching the 

tuna and taking it to their own factories, so Mauritius has 
lost its controls over off-take, weight, size, measurement, 
and volumes.

In addition, Spain and France are using purse seine 
methods of fishing where the amount of by catch is 
extremely high, while undersize tuna are netted before 
they can breed.

Millions is being spent by the shipping industry to 
control emissions, and to limit dependence on fossil 
fuels. They are helping the global Climate Change 
effort. The money spent on research and testing 
comes out of the pockets of the Shareholders, Owners 
and CEOS of those companies. There are personal 
sacrifices being made here, but controls are in the 
wrong places and the wrong hands. As divers we can 
see the impact of shipping and fishing on the reefs 
and marine life.

The CEOs of the shipping and fishing Companies cannot 
see the immediate impact of their actions. If we show and 
tell them, they can help. DEPTH is here to do that.

The scientific information gained from the marine 
biologists from measuring and cataloguing over months 
and years is great, and a necessary addition to the pool 
of global knowledge. Research will help here, and Fabien 
Cousteau and The Proteus Project are addressing this. 
As divers we see the changes in our reefs immediately, 

so immediate action can be taken if we raise the issues. 
And that is what DEPTH is doing. We showcase different 
dive destinations and oceans as we move around the 
globe, with our divers reporting on their areas and 
showing and telling us what they see.

A great example is the role of the diving centres in 
Mauritius who, through the Mauritian Scuba Divers 
Association advised government and guided the 
environmentalists in the successful clean- up when the 
300 metre 200 000-ton Japanese owned Wakashio ran 
aground in Mauritius in July 2020. 

https://youtu.be/KwGSRiFxLAE
The clean-up effort was immensely successful, and 

Mauritius has returned to normal. 
With this issue we start the DEPTH Magazine plan to 

take you on a great global undersea interactive digital 
adventure. I am Jill Holloway and I live in Mauritius 
where I have a dive centre and dive every second day. 
I video all my dives, so you will be able to enjoy a real 
diver’s life in video. Doug our legendary digital publisher 
lives in beautiful unspoilt British Columbia, another 
great unexplored frontier wilderness. 

Why not join us?

For more about Jill Holloway:
Please google Jill Holloway Mauritius
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Close your eyes and take a long, slow breath,

Feel the water caress your skin,

Exhale and hear the bubbles race towards

the surface far above.

The feel and sounds of the sea and air stirs your

soul like nothing else.

Take in this magical moment,

And relish that scuba diving makes you feel

Truly free and alive.

–Dan Orr

Caradonna Adventures, the only dive travel agency that is a member of USTOA, with 

specialized agents with over 20 years experience and available for all dive travel needs including 

customized itineraries for groups and travelers, as well as sudden situational changes in travel.

Let Us HeLp

YoU FeeL

trULY Free

and aLive.

Let Caradonna Adventures Show You The World’s Best Diving.

Call  800-328-2288 or visi t  us at  Caradonna.com photo by Michael Pizzi

VIDEO TO GO HERE
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Depth magazine is proud to be associated with 
Fabien Cousteau and FCOLC (the Fabien Cousteau Ocean 
Learning Centre), together with Fabien’s space-age 
marine-consciousness project, Proteus.

FOLCO is the hugely successful teaching NGO that 
brought greater awareness and understanding of the 
marine world to countless schoolchildren and nations, 
highlighting the plight of our ocean under threat.

Grandson of legendary icon Jacques Cousteau, Fabien 
grew up in an oceanic world, where his fascination 

with sharks led to studies that have contributed to our 
knowledge and understanding of the need to preserve 
the entire marine habitat, including coastal zones, 
mangroves, coral reefs, sharks and balanced reef life.

In mid-2020, in the middle of the global pandemic, 
Fabien announced the launch of the Proteus Project, 
the world’s most advanced underwater scientific 
research station near Curacao, which was inspired by 
the undersea laboratory established by his grandfather 
Jacques Cousteau.

DEPTH AND
CONSERVATION

10

Fabien said that despite the ocean representing more 
than 99 percent of our world’s living space (and 332 
million cubic miles), only 5 percent has been explored 
to any significant degree. He plans to change that, and 
Proteus is one small step in the direction of change.

“Proteus is a hopeful step forward in spreading 
the message that we must protect the ocean as if 
our lives depend on it. Living underwater gives us the 
gift of time and the incredible perspective of being a 
resident on the reef. You’re not just a visitor anymore,” 

Dr. Sylvia Earle, ocean ambassador of the FCOLC and 
American marine biologist, explorer and National 
Geographic explorer-in-residence, stated.

And Depth Magazine will be with FCOLC on this 
amazing journey.

Non-profit | The Fabien Cousteau Ocean Learning Center 
| United States (fabiencousteauolc.org)

Fabien and Jacques Cousteau Fabien Cousteau by Carrie Vonderhaar Fabien Cousteau by Carrie Vonderhaar
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DIVING
MAURITIUS,
THE WORLD’S LARGEST 
OCEANOGRAPHIC STATE

Written by Jill Holloway

Photography by
Ian Haggerty, Emerick Joffrey
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Mauritius is a beautiful, friendly English- and French-
speaking Indian Ocean Island with First World systems 
and culture and exuberant Creole joie de vivre. 

It falls within an hour or two of European time zones. 
Island-wide, fiber is the norm. Controlling 2.3 million 
square kilometers of ocean and Islands forming the 
Mascarene Plateau, Mauritius is also the world’s largest 
predominantly oceanographic state. The American 
Strategic Naval Base on Diego Garcia forms part of 
Mauritius.

Ringed by an ancient coral barrier reef and shallow 
turquoise lagoons, Mauritius is simply exquisite. 

All diving is by boat and launches are easy. You can 
step onto the boat, either from the beach or off a jetty. 
Diving is strictly regulated by the Mauritian Scuba Divers 
Association. No more than four divers are allowed 
per DM, so you get plenty of attention. Of the 65 dive 
centers, there are 39 PADI, but most diving is controlled 
by the MSDA, which only renews a membership once 

all the safety standards and legal obligations have been 
met.  A few dive centers are not members, so you should 
check before booking.  

Gear is first-class, and you can rent a full kit for $6. 
Dives cost less than $50, with packages also available. 

We dive 365 days a year in the North according to 
the tides, the phases of the moon and the wind, so first 
thing in the morning, we check Windguru for the best 
conditions. I dive from Pereybere in the North, which 
offers more than 65 amazingly-varied dive sites. Within 
20 minutes of the dive center, we have wrecks, walls, 
deep caves, macro reefs, exquisite corals and shoals, 
and 40 minutes away is the legendary Shark Island and 
superb adventure dive. The East coast features drift 
dives while on the West coast, the visibility is erratic 
because of the rivers, so it’s better to check first.

After a thorough briefing in the dive center about the 
reef and on the safety procedures, you are good to go.  
The dive team will load the cylinders on board and you 
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saunter down to the boat in your wetsuit. You climb onto 
the boat and kit up your cylinder on the way to the dive 
site, normally 5-10 minutes away. A backward roll and 
you are into amazing clarity and breathtaking sea life. 
The beauty is in the white sand, blue sea, topographical 
variety and colorful corals even before you add the fish. 
In Mauritius, you do not need to hunt for moray eels or 
turtles; they are everywhere. 

Worldwide reefs are suffering from damage caused 
by overpopulation, global warming and pollution. But in 
Mauritius, thanks to government pollution controls and 
conservation, there are tiny acrapora corals breaking 
through previously dead areas of reef. Ever cautious, 
the scientists must still establish the rate of growth, and 
Reef Conservation has put down plates to measure coral 
growth. Our marine-biologist consultant has told us that 
Mauritius may be the last place where corals will still 

be able to grow if global warming continues. Mauritius 
water temperatures are 23-26 degrees in winter and 
25-28 degrees in summer. Coral bleaching occurs at 
temperatures higher than 32 degrees.

Mauritius undoubtedly offers some of the world’s 
best diving. It is varied and can be relaxed, dramatic, 
adventurous or simply fun. The spectacular volcanic 
structure of the island lends itself to deep diving, 
where deco divers can enjoy some spectacular scenery 
in 40-plus-meter visibility and where massive shoals 
of pelagic fish congregate. Many Europeans spend the 
winter months in Mauritius, exploring untouched reefs.

Shark diving in Mauritius is excellent. Look at this 
video to see why: youtu.be/c8pw6mkj9mA

Sharks are found under the secret islands offshore 
where there are circular washing-machine holes filled 
with blacktips, grey reef sharks, whitetip reef sharks 
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and the oceanic whitetip sharks who come to spend 
the daylight hours sleeping without fear of losing the 
water-flow over their gills that they need to stay alive. 
Shark sites are quite shallow but we dive there when 
the currents are strong, so you need to be a strong diver. 

Each reef is different; all of them have something to 
offer the recreational diver, and of course it’s a wide-
angle photographer’s paradise. In summer, the visibility 
can go up to 80 meters, and the lowest I have dived in was 
15-meter visibility in mid-winter on a turning tide. There 
are mid-water cleaning stations where the giant tuna 
come in to be attended by minute cleaner wrasses and 
damsels, and increasing numbers of hunting barracuda 
and bluefin kingfish.

You might come to Mauritius on a diving holiday, 
but you will want to stay because you fell in love. It’s 
not only the landscape, the white sand and glorious 

tropical beaches, and the incredibly varied undersea 
life. Mauritius’ beauty is enduring, and it’s engraved 
in the hearts of its remarkable multicultural society. 
We greet the people we meet on the beach. We are 
friendly and aware. If you are in trouble, we help. We 
speak English, French and Creole, and some of us also 
speak German, Italian and Spanish as well.

You can fly into Mauritius via several countries. Many 
of the resorts have a fly-and-stay option. Many resorts 
have an affiliated dive operator and all of them offer 
superb service to divers. Their employees are efficient 
but the independent centers reflect the passion of their 
owner divers and I find them more fun to dive with. 

Book accommodation close to your diving center of 
choice; roads are good, but beware of traffic congestion. 
Vehicles available are German luxury, mid-range 
economical and micro rentals, all-well maintained.

DEPTH  MAGAZINE 17
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As an international brand, Mauritius has strict 
tourism authority regulations that control car rentals, 
food sales, boats, tours: everything the tourist needs, in 
fact. Mauritians rebel by ignoring the MUR 2000 fine for 
littering and tossing their rubbish into the bushes beside 
the roads. They know it’s almost impossible to prosecute 
them because of the laws of arrest and the need for 
evidence. My dive team holds regular bush and beach 
cleanups. It’s a small price to pay to enjoy life on this 
beautiful island. 

Flights are not cheap, but if cost is a concern, book a 
self-catering apartment with a breakfast option, because 
basic living here is very affordable. ATMs are everywhere 
and there are malls and shopping centers island-wide. 
Currency is the Mauritian Rupee (MUR) and credit cards 
are accepted in most places. Taxis and buses are plentiful; 
hiring of cars and scooters easy. Mauritius recognizes all 
countries’ car licenses and its residents drive on the left 
side of the road.

Combine the elegant discipline of French culture, 
the efficient administrative systems of the British, the 

spiritualism and glorious colors of Hindu rituals and 
fashion, the steadfast family commitment and work 
ethic of the Muslim community and the enchanting 
insouciance of the Creole culture and you have a recipe 
for contentment and success that is unparalleled almost 
anywhere in the world.

A successful investment hub, Mauritius follows the 
Singapore business model, with low taxes, high-speed 
fiber, huge buildings where bankers and investment 
companies and accountants hang out, a vibrant economy 
and an extraordinarily successful property-ownership 
development program for foreigners. Sugar, textiles and 
tourism add to the mix and the government management 
of both the Wakashio fuel oil spill and the COVID-19 
pandemic has made it a global success story.

You can bring your partner or entire family on your 
diving holiday here and dive without feeling guilty.

There is so much for them to do and see. Water 
sports, catamaran trips, fishing trips, golf courses, sky 
diving, nature rambles, horse riding, quad biking - the 
options are limitless. There is even a game reserve in 
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the west and the island abounds with Javanese deer and 
giant tortoises. It’s inexpensive, is well-run, has fabulous 
resorts with superb all-inclusive packages and features 
sandy white beaches where the kids can safely play. 
Mauritius has carefully preserved its varied history so 
you can visit antique sugar mills, historic plantations, rum 
estates, forts and Martello towers. You can ride a horse or 
take a bike ride through beautiful forests. Take a look at 
this YouTube page: youtube.com/user/RikiandBryan

Mauritius is also probably one of the safest places 
in the world to live right now. We came through COVID 
mask-free for an entire year and the government has 
opened our borders cautiously. Crime is extremely low, 
and if you leave your flip-flops on the beach, they will still 
be there when you go to fetch them a week later.

How does a nation that for centuries depended on 
sugar farming and subsistence fishing for its livelihood 
ever change its economy and encourage its marine-
dependent population to protect their resources? 
Mauritius did and broke out of third-world economics 
against the world trend.

The Mauritian government incentivized its population 
away from sugar cane toward tourism in the early part 
of the century, passing protective legislation to limit 
damage to the undersea world from overfishing and 
agricultural chemical runoff and to clean up the disposal 
of sewage while encouraging aquaculture. The legislation 
was clever, as it did not confront the sugar industry with 
dramatic change. Instead of passing draconian laws, the 
government introduced incentives that made the sugar 
companies happy to shift their focus. The IRS, or Integrated 
Resort Scheme, was introduced to entice sugar-farming 
companies and local cash-poor but land-rich families to 
partner with property developers and build spectacular 
lifestyle resorts around the island. This not only limited 
sugar planting, with its chemical overspill into the sea; it 
also enriched the local population, weaning it away from 
subsistence-level fishing.

Plastics are banned and schoolchildren learn about 
the ocean and the preservation of their marine heritage, 
sponsored in some cases by the big resort chains. I spoke 
to Jean-Michel Pitot, CEO of Attitude, who has demolished 
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one of his old hotels to build one with Green credentials. 
Conserving marine resources has become a priority. 

Traffic is now such a problem in the inland 
commercial center of Cyber City at Ebene that a railway 
metro is under construction between Curepipe and 
Port Louis. Here, you will find the head offices of major 
banks and investment-fund managers. Many of them 
are divers and they are making a serious contribution 
to Conservation NGOs.  

Wealth reduces any population’s dependence on its 
natural resources, so islanders are now less dependent 
on fishing for their daily meals. It is much easier to buy 
your food from the local supermarket than to get up at 4 
a.m., wheel an engine down to a boat, paddle out in a tiny 
skiff to load it up, then travel for two hours to the local 
fishing ground. Better to take the government incentive 
to stop fishing. The Mauritius supermarkets are packed 
with shoppers every evening and over weekends. Many 
fishermen have turned to construction and Mauritius has 

some of the most enthusiastic and arguably the worst 
construction workers in the world, all telling stories about 
their fishing days and the ones that got away.

Conservation has brought about a regrowth in the 
corals. It is exciting to see the once-dead brown corals 
sprouting new polyp tips and to see the burgeoning 
growth of the soft corals. With the growth of the soft 
corals come the coral crabs, banded pipe fish and bower 
shrimp, so Mauritius is rapidly becoming a paradise for 
macro photography. With the growth of the corals also 
comes protection for the eggs of the shoaling fusiliers, 
big-eyes, glow-fish, snappers and goat fish, and these are 
now showing up in massive hatchings that bring in the 
game fish. Diving in Mauritius is exciting and different 
from anywhere in the world. It’s an island with its reefs 
reborn through the clever intervention of an enlightened 
government.

Sources: CORALS and Indo-Pacific Reef Guide by Harry 
Erhardt and Daniel Knop
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When Jacques Cousteau visited Farasan Bank in 
Saudi Arabia on his boat Calyspso 70 years ago, he was 
so impressed with the marine diversity that he later 
expressed his amazement in his movie and book. 

Some experienced divers may agonize over 
thinking about their next diving destination, as the list 
of choices seems to get shorter and shorter. For those 
who are looking for great visibility, exciting diving, 
healthy coral reefs and rich marine life, they ought 
to consider looking at Farasan Bank in Saudi Arabia. 
Personally, I consider it one of the last frontiers of 
world-class diving that is relatively easy to get to 
while being awe-inspiring and action-filled. 

Farasan Bank (not to be confused with the Farasan 

Islands further south) is an area located 50 kilometers 
west of Lith, a quiet town two hours’ drive from Jeddah, 
the main commercial hub of Saudi Arabia on the Red 
Sea. The dive destination is comprised of dozens of reefs 
rising up to the surface and 6 low coral islands. From 
north to south, these beautiful islands are Marmar, 
Dohra, Jadir, Malathu, Danak and Jabara. Each island 
has a fringing reef that drops vertically 25-30 meters, 
leading to a coral plateau formed of coral gardens and 
sand canyons before dropping again to the abyss. The 
sea just to the west of these islands is more than 500 
meters deep as the continental shelf of the Arabian 
Plate ends and the Red Sea Trench begins. This unique 
location, close to deep water but not far from the coast, 

DIVING FARASAN
BANK IN
SAUDI ARABIA
SAUDI ARABIA OPENS ITS 
MAGNIFICENT REEFS TO DIVERS

Text and Photography by
Abdurahman Khathlan
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is what makes the area extraordinarily rich in marine 
life and with so much creature diversity. The islands 
also host massive schools of marine birds and is visited 
regularly by marine turtles to lay their eggs.  

Although it is possible to do daily boat trips from the 
Lith tourist marina, the ideal way is to join a multi-day 
liveaboard trip. The cruise from Lith to the best diving 
spots will usually take three to four hours. The typical 
daily dive schedule includes three-day dives and a night 
dive, with sumptuous meals and snacks in between. 
Dive briefings provide valuable information about the 
plan and emphasize the safety components of the dives. 
The diving safety is enhanced by the long periods most 
divers spend at the end of their dives in the 3- to 5-meter 

range while enjoying the spectacular coral growth and 
fish life in the sun-drenched top of the wall.

In Farasan Bank, divers will experience wall diving 
at its best. The steep walls literally start from the surface 
and occasionally stretch much deeper than a scuba diver 
can descend. The sides of the wall are covered with 
beautiful colorful soft corals featuring massive schools 
of Anthias fish trying to stay in place. The walls hardly 
have any space that does not have hard coral, soft coral 
or sponge on it. Caverns and vertical cracks in the wall 
provide shelter from the current and sunlight and thus 
have different types of marine life, including sea fans 
and black coral trees. Underwater photographers love 
such spots that present them with great silhouette 
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shots that accentuate the deep blue color of the crystal-
clear water. In addition to the beautiful scenery of the 
wall, divers are also rewarded with encounters with the 
humphead Napoleon Wrasse, the giant trevally, eagle 
rays and occasionally the curious oceanic manta. 

Those who believe that all wall dives are more or 
less the same need to visit the west side of Mudhar 
Reef. A certain section of the wall is called “The Hanging 
Gardens,” referring to the giant black-coral trees with 
colorful sponges dripping from them. The sponges’ 
range of colors cover the whole spectrum, from simple 
white to the attractive red, yellow, purple and orange. 
It is a spectacular and relaxing sight to look at and to 
enjoy, with the bright colors of the sponges juxtaposed 
by the azure color of the water. As if this was not 
enough, the dive site ends at another attractive wall 
called Paradise Wall, which has an amazing array of 
soft corals and sponges as well as schools of yellow 
snappers that gather and hang motionless next to the 
wall. The wall side has impressively-long spiral corals 
that curl outward to collect as much food as possible 
without sagging under their own weight. The wall top 
also presents an interesting dive to those willing to dive 
at sunrise. Early in the morning, schools of the Giant 
Humphead Parrotfish wake up and start the day by 
staying close to each other and drifting in a semi-drowsy 
state, allowing divers to observe and photograph them 
from remarkably close up. This species is the biggest 
of all parrotfishes and is typically difficult to approach 
during the rest of the day.  

Each of the islands and the many other submerged 
reefs has underwater plateaus at its north and south 
tips. These current-swept plateaus have spectacular 
coral growth with big pinnacles coming out of sand 
batches, and they present some great adrenaline-
pumping fish action. In a site called Sha’ab Ammar 
at the right moment, divers are rewarded with the 
sight of schools of jackfish and barracudas that 
seem to enjoy swirling around calm divers. During 
the month of March, divers may also witness the 
annual congregation of the roving coral grouper, 
known locally as Najel, which visits these reefs 

for spawning. Furthermore, huge flat table corals 
provide the perfect environment for the colorful 
reef fish, including angelfish, squirrelfish, sweetlips 
and butterflyfish. Giant moray eels, as well as other 
eel species, pick their ideal spots but also come 
out occasionally to hunt. The calm and photogenic 
hawksbill turtles are also common on the plateaus, 
cruising and munching on the coral and sponges 
while completely oblivious to divers nearby.

One of my favorite plateaus is a site called “Gorgonia,” 
which really lives up to its name. The very gentle 
slope from 25-35 meters is covered in rows of massive 
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gorgonian sea fans. Perfectly aligned next to each other, 
they tend to maximize their ability to grab food drifting 
in the current while leaving space for each fan to claim 
as its own. Current allowing, divers may pause to look 
closely for the uniquely shaped longnose hawkfish 
with its checkered body pattern that meshes perfectly 
with the color and shape of a sea fan. At a nearby spot, 
numerous deep-red sea anemones are clustered, with 
dozens of anemone fish and domino damselfish.

Those who like to dive with sharks and do not 
mind spending a lot of time at 30 meters will be 
happy to visit Farasan Bank. Most of the underwater 

plateaus have a steep drop-off at a depth of 30-35 
meters. Such spots tend to have exciting shark 
action, with frequent sightings of grey reef sharks, 
silkies and hammerheads. Occasionally, a tiger 
shark may ascend from the deep to look closely at 
the strange visitors, or if you are really lucky, you 
may encounter the rare and shy thresher shark. 

With all the magnificent walls and drop-offs 
and the fantastic pelagics and big-fish action, macro 
photographers may assume they will be left out. 
However, that is definitely not the case, as the area 
has some extremely interesting macro subjects. 
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Some of the most beautiful nudibranchs, with few 
endemic, are commonly observed by divers who switch 
to the narrower angle of view and are close to the reef. 
Other macro subjects include numerous species of gobies, 
blennies and shrimp. Occasionally, an observing diver 
may spot the perfectly camouflaged ornate ghost pipefish 
hiding in the midst of soft coral or black coral branches. 
Night diving is also another opportunity to engage in macro 
photography as tiny night creatures crawl out of hiding. 
The night dives in Farasan Bank may be quiet and relaxing 
but they are not short of exhilarating encounters with the 
distinctive Spanish Dancer Nudibranch or the sighting of 
lobsters, crabs and other interesting crustaceans.

Cruising back to the marina, the boat typically 
passes by the Jebel Lith Island with its distinct limestone 
hill and wide stretches of soft, sandy beaches. The sea 
surrounding this island is characterized by shallower 
plankton-rich water due to proximity to the coast and 
runoff from the mainland. During the months of March 
and April, this area presents excellent opportunities to 
swim with the biggest shark of all: the Whale Shark. To 
facilitate that, the boat captain will be located at the top 
deck looking for whale sharks swimming near the surface 
and will alert the guests to prepare to jump overboard and 
snorkel with these magnificent giants. Such experiences 
may extend to 15-30 minutes and tend to be a beautiful 
ending to several days of world-class diving. Once back 
at the marina, the short road trip back to Jeddah usually 
turns into an opportunity to reminisce and exchange 

stories about all the excitement and joy of the trip.
It is worth noting that the Saudi Arabian Red Sea 

coast stretches for more than 1800 kilometers, with 
dozens of islands and hundreds of reefs. In addition 
to Farasan Bank, the dive opportunities extend from 
Gizan in the deep South all the way to Haql at the 
northern tip of the Gulf of Aqaba, passing by the main 
cities of Jeddah and Yanbu that present their own 
beautiful reefs and interesting wrecks. Divers may 
also be excited to know that Saudi Arabia is planning 
some major ecological tourism hubs in the Wajh Bank, 
which is located 800 kilometers to the north of Farasan 
Bank. Amala and Coral Bloom are just two of such 
ambitious coastal tourist projects that emphasize the 
environmental aspects and will have recreational diving 
as one of their primary activities. The attractiveness of 
these projects will be enhanced by the recent relaxation 
of local tourist visa rules that will make visiting the 
country as easy and accessible as visiting other famous 
diving destinations, such as Egypt and Maldives.

Abdurahman Khathlan - Citizen and living in Saudi Arabia, 
I am a retired engineering professor, now working as a 
higher-education consultant. I became a scuba diver in 
1984, started taking underwater photos and videos in 
1987 and became a scuba instructor in 1994. Although 
most of my diving has been in the Red Sea, I also travelled 
to dive in the Indian Ocean, southeast Asia, Australia, the 
south Pacific, the Galapagos and the Caribbean.
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www.wakatobi.com
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SHARKS
NOT TO FEED?

Spending more than 1,000 hours underwater in close 
proximity to large sharks, feeding them, training them, 
doing trials and tests and taking pictures has taught me a 
lot. One of the most important lessons is how smart sharks 
are, how much respect they have for life and the immense 
diversity of personalities they can have. 

Shark feeding is one of those debates that comes up 
often between scuba divers. For or against, right or wrong, 
good or bad? As usual, the answer lies in between.

There are almost as many different shark-feeding 
“types” as there are shark-feeding operations. Talking 
about “shark feeding” is grouping together things that 
are unrelated. Are we talking about a random one-time 
encounter of a diver dropping some fish waste under 
their boat to see what happens? Are we talking about 
the dumping of fish waste from commercial fishing 

company, tons every day at the same spot, feeding 
hundreds of sharks without anyone noticing? Are we 
talking about the tiny dive shop on a remote island 
that wants to add some spice to the dives of the few 
guests it welcomes every month by bringing some food 
along? Are we talking about specialized shark-feeding 
operations trying to make as much money as possible 
using sharks, no matter the cost? Are we talking about 
science and conservation programs that also take divers 
in a controlled and safe way, adapting their operation 
for the well-being of the sharks and ecosystem? Those 
are all very different ways “shark feeding” happens.

As scuba divers, we mostly care about the organized 
shark diving the tour operator sold us – which leaves us 
with the last two options. It’s interesting to note that many 
scuba divers are violently opposed to shark feeding, but 

Thomas Vignaud @ThomasVignaud

TO FEED OR
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when you look more closely, many of those divers have 
never actually experienced it; it’s just a concept for them. 
Scuba divers who have been around and experienced a 
few shark-feeding operations almost always either have a 
positive view of it or share my view that it depends.

But those against it have very valid points, 
mainly centered around those three questions that  
arose about 20 years ago when shark feeding started to 
become popular: 
• Will it increase the potential for accidents to happen 

(sharks biting people) as sharks associate food with 
scuba divers?

• Will it create some kind of behavioral dependence for 
the sharks that leads to poor health?

• Is it bad for the environment in general, whether that 
is is the reef where the activity happens or at a wider 

scale? What are the impacts when we zoom out?
Those questions are important and make sense – we 

don’t want any touristic activity to be at the cost of damaging 
the natural world or to be dangerous. Over the years and 
based on the precaution principle (don’t do it unless you’re 
sure there will be no negative impacts), some people became 
anti-shark-feeding fanatics, preaching that those three 
interrogations described before – or some of them - could all 
be answered yes, without real evidence. You see, we live in 
a world where having a strong opinion about things is cool 
– and scuba divers like to be cool, especially when it comes 
to conservation. This led to a residual noise in the back of 
many people’s minds leading them to think shark feeding was 
evil. The Dunning-Kruger effect, a cognitive bias that makes 
us overrate our expertise when we only know a little about 
something, did the rest.
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The reality, like often, lies in between. Correctly done, 
shark feeding can be constructive; badly done, it can do a 
lot of harm. If it is done well, it can be a very positive thing.

Scientific papers (there are many) are clear: when 
done right (and this is the important part), the effects 
of shark feeding on nature are minimal if any, and the 
big picture is always positive. Guess what: most dive 
center operators care about nature and the sharks 
and they want to do the right thing and avoid being 
criticized for what they know is a controversial activity. 
But it’s not always the case and there is a lot of room for 
improvement. Too often, shark feeding sites are used 
by several operators (which is bad, as it creates chaos 
and confusion for the sharks); the feeding schedule 
forces sharks to be active all day (not ideal, as some 
shark species may end up without any “quiet” time; 
effects still to be explored); some will fish on their 
local reef for the sharks instead of using waste; and 
some will have bad underwater security, poor briefings 
and very little control and education of their sharks 

simply because of intellectual laziness: if it works 
kind of okay like that, why change? Not everyone has 
the virus (curse?) of perpetual improvement and the 
discipline needed for that kind of activity. In fact, it is easy 
to find videos of shark feeding gone wrong, often without 
consequences thanks to the shark’s intelligence, due to 
negligence, bad practice or a cowboy trying to impress 
the camera or that beautiful girl.

By the way, shark chumming (attracting sharks with 
scent but not feeding them) is bad for the sharks in the 
long term, as sharks waste their time and energy for 
nothing in return and this could lead to health issues 
or lowered reproductive performance. Feeding is much 
better in a sense, yet there is a rumor out there that 
chumming is better because at least you don’t give sharks 
free food, so they don’t stop hunting. Don’t worry about 
the feeding effect; sharks continue to play their role in the 
ecosystem and we’ve seen it over and over again. Not one 
shark will stay at a feeding site forever; they come and go 
and have their own life. They just come here for the free 

snack sometimes, just like you stop at your favorite coffee 
shop down the street a couple of times a week. It’s just a 
bonus. You don’t need that to live, and you still have your 
normal meals.

So, if shark-feeding can indeed be good, how? The 
first thing is to understand that the design, tools and 
management of a shark feeding site must be very specific 
for it to work well; there are a lot of areas where things 
could go wrong. When we have the best practices in place 
and only then, we see a number of things:
• No negative impact of the shark’s ecology or life. In 

fact, it’s probably the opposite, as bringing occasional 
free food to sharks helps them, especially in areas 
where we have overfished (which is everywhere). 
So healthier sharks, and less likely to starve and 
bite on hooks…

• No negative impact on the ecosystem, other 
fish, coral etc. Again, it can be the opposite! If 
the operator is trying, it is easy to empower the 
ecosystem, biomass and biodiversity around a shark 

dive as well as use the site for other conservation 
projects and day-to-day care.

• Fed sharks are not more dangerous than “wilder” 
sharks. Again, it can be the opposite, and in several 
different ways. For one, sharks learn to clearly identify 
human beings as not being food; they become 
familiar with us and put us in the “friends” box like 
they do with remoras for example. Next time they 
meet a person, they know what that is, they know 
it’s not food and there is no need to “investigate” 
it. For another, If a shark gets really hungry and lacks 
food, it can come to the feeding site instead of having 
to take risks, roaming closer and closer to beaches and 
investigating, sometimes biting, new type of prey (think 
swimmers, surfers…). Shark feeding, when done well, 
can lower the risk of accidents in a large area!

• Great opportunities for communication and 
education around sharks and conservation 
in general. Most things are only properly 
understood when lived, not just talked about. 
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So many people – often only diving a few times a 
year on holidays and unaware of the big shark-killing 
worldwide – became ambassadors and joined the 
fight for shark conservation after having awe-inspiring 
experiences diving with sharks on shark-feeding 
dives. Working with the local population, including 
fishermen or schools, to ensure long-term harmonic 
management of the area, is one of the other ways 
shark feeding dives can help. Finally, shark feeding 
dives are opportunities to bring locals, sometimes 
from poor populations, underwater (for free!) and 
let them discover their underwater world and love 
it a little bit more!

• To rephrase some of the aforementioned points in 
a different way: it can help ecosystem conservation, 
regeneration, rewilding and productivity; bring 
more autonomy locally; and generate funds to help 
sustainable development. Plus, some governments 
make millions of dollars every year from shark 
tourism taxes (helping the countries’ development), 
and shark tourism also helps provide alternative jobs 
for fishermen and others. Locals also learn to be 
proud of their sharks as something truly prestigious, 
which impacts conservation in return.

• Shark-feeding dives give us extraordinary 
opportunities to study sharks. We get amazing 
new insights and understandings of those animals, 
allowing us to make better decisions for their 
conservation and management, interaction with 
fisheries, etc. Also, it’s an opportunity for master’s 
and PhD projects to happen locally, contributing to 
education and bringing more conservation passion 
around.

• “Blue economy” is one of those key terms politics 
likes to use these days; what a better way to 
enhance and appreciate the hidden treasures 
of the sea! A dead shark will bring a few dozen 
dollars to a fisherman. A shark alive can bring 
thousands of dollars every year to the community 
(plus the indirect ecosystem services value), the 
government, companies, etc.

Overall, the potential benefits of a well-designed and 
-run shark-feeding dive are legion, and we now know how 
to make sure there are no negative effects by integrating 
several things in the design.

But some ask, is it not just better to leave sharks 
alone? Of course it is.

But even without shark feeding, are we doing that? 
Physical destruction, chemical pollution, noise pollution, 
destruction of habitat, overfishing (or even just fishing), 
mass tourism, global warming… 

The idea is not to create a shark-feeding operation on a 
remote “pristine” (or as close it can be nowadays) area – this 
would be wrong! Here, yes, let’s leave nature alone.

The idea is to say: instead of harvesting nature, let’s 
reconcile, reconnect and live in an increasing harmony 
with it. Shark feeding might not be a perfect solution, but 
not doing it because it is “interaction with wilderness” 
is completely utopic. We are already interactive with 
wilderness in more negative ways than we can count. The 
choice here is not to pick between leaving nature alone 
versus shark feeding: it’s choosing between the systematic 
destruction of nature or shark feeding, a practice that by 
nature implies the creation of a protected area at the 
bare minimum, plus all the benefits listed in this article. 
In most places, the alternative to shark feeding is shark 
fishing, or the other way around.

At the end of the day, shark-feeding is like many 
activities. If it’s done without any rules or training, it 
can turn to chaos and be a bad thing. If one is doing 
it with best practices, various programs and projects 
surrounding it, science and respect, it’s a win-win. A 
win for people who learn to reconnect with their ocean 
and find alternatives to the unsustainable harvesting of 
nature and, maybe more importantly, a win for nature, 
which can breathe again and will use the opportunity 
to create more life over time, surprising us again in its 
amazing adaptive wisdom.

To find out more about how shark feeding can be 
a great conservation tool, visit sharkserenity.com and 
check out my underwater photos on instagram.com 
/thomasvignaudphotography.
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Written by Walter Bernardis

46

I’m Walter Bernardis, and I was bullied into writing 
this article by Jill Holloway. We have known each other 
since 1996, when I introduced her to the Giant Brindles 
on the Produce Wreck, but that’s another story in itself.

I have dived all over the world with giant Great 

Whites in Guadalupe, Tiger sharks on Aliwal Shoal in 
South Africa, Bulls and Whites feeding on a dead whale 
and Crocs in the Okavango Delta feeding on a dead cow’s 
carcass, but nothing has challenged my will to get in the 
water like the Sardine Run.
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Imagine this: it’s a beautiful day and the sea is all calm, 
flat and clean. The ocean looks empty, nothing going on. 
Then the radio crackles to life: “Valdez, Valdez, come in for 
Sparrow.” All our boats are named after maritime disasters, 
mine being abbreviated from the Exxon Valdez. 

The voice sounds excited. I quickly push the send 
button; “Sparrow Sparrow, Valdez go.” Sparrow is our micro 
light pilot, and the value of having him in the air spotting 
for us has just hit home.

“Valdez, we got a bait ball off Suez, looking really big. 
What’s your position? Over.” All our locations are given by 
code so that any opposition listening in on their scanners 
doesn’t benefit from our info.

“Sparrow I’m off Normans; will be in your location in 15 
minutes”. Everybody puts their gear in front of them: fins, 
mask and weight belt all ready for quick deployment. Having 
fixed the coordinates, given by Sparrow…the race is on!

In the distance, I can see Sparrow circling in his micro 
light; “Valdez Valdez, it looks like a massive bait ball; the 
predators are radiating into it from everywhere, hundreds 
of dolphins, sharks and three Bryde’s whales in the action.” 
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The more I hear, the faster I go! As we arrive, it’s difficult 
to describe the spectacle that is unfolding before our eyes. 

Imagine a tornado, but instead of sucking up, it’s 
blowing down. It’s literally raining birds, Cape Gannets 
to be exact, and thousands of them. The sound they 
are making is deafening; their aeronautical prowess and 
display leaves you awestruck. Your vision is forced to the 
focal point where these thousands of birds are hitting the 
water, which looks like a white bull’s-eye mark. 

On the surface, the sardines are shaking like they’re 
in a giant frying pan, being forced up by the fish below 
them and those below them again. Sharks are sweeping 
through them, jaws wide and mouthes open, snapping 
and swallowing mouthfuls of sardines. Dolphins are 
putting on an aerial display, flying into the air and then 
diving back into the fray. Suddenly, like a mini submarine, 
a Bryde’s whale breaks the surface through the bait ball, 
its huge mouth open and trapping thousands of sardines 
in one swallow. We’ve taken all this in with a quick glance. 
Sparrow keeps us updated with reports from the air; 
“Valdez there are hundreds of sharks, birds and dolphins 

moving in from everywhere and they are big.” Some of 
these sharks have a diameter of more than 1.2 meters, 
add on a meter for the pectoral fin on each side and it 
starts looking like an airplane. Time to get in…..

 The boat is quiet; everybody anticipating what is going 
to happen when we get into the water. Will we be accepted 
as another predator or seen as competition, or worse, as 
food? These are tense moments. There are final checks 
on our gear and down we go. What an unbelievable show 
unfolds right in front of us. The sardines are being bunched 
together to form a bait ball, mainly due to the dolphins 
hard at work using their sonar pings, bubbles and body 
positions to keep them in a tight ball formation. 

The dolphins mount coordinated attack after attack 
on the bait ball, with the sharks joining in haphazardly. 
Suddenly, from the corner of my eye, I catch this huge 
shadow, and as I turn towards it, I see it is one of the 
huge Bryde’s whales cruising past me, like the Starship 
Enterprise, mouth open and scooping up a large part of 
the bait ball. I’m awestruck and I don’t know where to 
look; there’s so much going on, I’m part of it, you can 
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hear it, you can feel it and this must be one of the most 
exhilarating feelings there is. 

Cylinders almost empty we, make our way back to the 
surface, get on the boat and ponder what just happened, 
what we were so privileged to be accepted into and be a 
part of, a feeling that is difficult to describe but one of the 
most intense I’ve ever had. It’s moments like this when 
you feel alive and privileged to be one of the few that 
have experienced raw nature in real life.

We base ourselves in a quaint rural town called Mbotyi. 
A more beautiful setting you won’t find. There are at least 
six different waterfalls within easy reach of our base, Mbotyi 
River Lodge, which also hosts the largest subtropical coastal 
forest, forming a border between the Cape Mediterranean 
climate and the subtropical climate of Kwazulu Natal.

The Sardine Run happens every year between June 
and July, and of course, it’s not always like that. Some 
years, the sea life does not form bait balls, but the food is 
there, and the dolphins, whales and sea birds are there. 
If you have never dived this amazing event, it’s worth 
a visit any time between June and July. Take a look at 
this video by Mark Gottleib, who came in a bad year: 
youtu.be/TBYzIy8lkGA

The Sardine Run depends on the water temperatures: 
the availability of food; and whether the cold water wells 
up from the deep at all, bringing the plankton-rich nutrients 
into the Agulhas current. This in turn determines how 
many sardines will storm up the coast from the Southern 
Ocean in the great migration up the East Coast of Africa.

It happens at the same time as the humpback 
migration, and we have recently had individual humpbacks 
stopping to interact with divers, anything from five 
minutes to five hours. Southern rights, pilot whales and 
a huge influx of dolphins, sometimes in the thousands, 
move into this area in anticipation of the feast that’s on 
its way. Due to the large numbers of whales and dolphins 
that move into this area, we also have orca that feed on 
dolphin and juvenile humpbacks during this period.

Birds abound, from cape gannets, petrels, skua and 
albatross and we can see from the different hunting 
techniques the birds employ what bait fish they are hunting. 
There are not only sardines in the ocean. The bait fish species 
include mackerel, red eye and a host of other bait fish that are 
moving up the coast at the same time as the sardines. We 
modify our diving accordingly; for a small bait ball, we drop 
only a few divers so that we do not frighten off the predators. 
If we interfere, the bait disperses and so do the sharks, 
dolphins and whales. We try not to interrupt the way these 
animals act together to frighten the bait fish into bait balls.

If the action is mobile, then the ocean is moving and 
there is a lot of jumping in and out, so a bit of gym training 
is not a bad idea before you come.

During the Sardine Run, most of the diving centers on 
the East Coast pack up their boats, leave their operations 
and travel down to the Wild Coast, where the demand for 
boats is at its highest. My show, “African Watersports,” is 
based in Mbotyi for the run, and we have done this dive 
for the last 30 years. 
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This is the South African winter, so you should bring 
a warm jacket and a 5- to 7-millimeter wetsuit with a 
hoodie. Please do not come if you are not a strong 
swimmer no matter what your grade. Do not come if 
you are a nervous diver, or if you are scared of sharks. 
You cannot dive with us without your C Cards, and 
Advanced Divers qualification is recommended. Make 
sure you have done more than 100 dives. Bring your 
own dive gear, meaning no brightly-colored gear (fins 
especially should not be white or silver). Black gloves 
are also recommended, as are a good mask, snorkel 
and windbreaker (jacket).

We supply a 10-, 12- or 15-liter cylinder and weights.
Book for at least two weeks and either spend both on 

the Sardine Run or a week on the Run and a week in one 
of our famous safari lodges photographing our big five - 
lion, leopard, elephant, rhino and buffalo - to round your 
African experience off.

Fly to King Shaka airport in Durban and then transfer by 
car to Mbotyi 5- to 6-Hours’ Drive. Air travel is possible for 
those with the budget.

We can book you into Mbotyi River Lodge, where 
most of our divers stay.
africanwatersports.co.za
Cost: +/- $2500 US All 7-day packages –
Arrive on day one, spend five days (minimum five hours 
per day) at sea and leave on day seven.
Typical day:
• 6.30 breakfast 
• 7:00 return to room to get into wetsuit and walk down 

to beach
• 7:30-8:00 launch boats, lunch pack included; look for 

action
• 13:00 return to base (beach)
• 15:00 afternoon excursion 
What’s included in your package:
• Cylinder and weight belt
• Dedicated micro light spotter plane and pilot
• Paramedic on site 24 hours 
• Boat, skipper and divemaster 
• All meals and accommodation 
• Excursions to waterfalls
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Mark Gottlieb, Entrepreneur
Mark Gottlieb has been an entrepreneur most of his life. 
His first major company was DesignTech International, 
which produced more than $125 million in consumer 
electronic products. Mostly automotive and telephone 
accessories. His last company was LogicMark, LLC, 
which produced a line of personal emergency response 
systems for the home healthcare market. This company 
received the honor of making the INC 500/5000 awards 
the last two years for its record growth before Gottlieb 
sold the company in 2011.

Gottlieb has earned two masters’ degrees from Stanford 
University: one in Engineering Management (IE) and 
the other in Product Design (ME). After graduate school, 
Gottlieb worked as a consultant for SRI International and 
taught as an associate professor at George Washington 
University. He has been awarded 29 U.S. patents. Gottlieb 

is active in the angel investing area, 
supporting and mentoring several start-
ups. He has several other board positions 
and is also active in the community. 
Gottlieb lives in Fairfax Station, Virginia 
with his wife Sharon. They have four 
children and eight grandchildren.

Allen D. Walker, Photographer
I believe images of beauty and creativity will have a far 
better impact on the drive for conservation than ones 
showing human destruction.

Behind the scenes, I work hard to ensure that 
conservation issues close to the heart are supported 
in the best way I can, be this through assistance, 
imagery, sponsorship or direct involvement. I do, 
however, believe that it is important to address 
issues on our doorstep first! In this way we learn, 
and we can then help others address conservation 
issues in their spheres.

I try to highlight the beauty of the ocean and the 
need for its conservation by using my photography skills 
to show the animals that people fear and kill in a different 
light, to create beauty, to create compassion and, most 
importantly, to show human interaction with these 

magnificent animals so that there is a 
sense of connection to the viewer.

It is not just in humanity’s interest to 
protect, conserve and find more efficient 
ways to use the limited resources on our 
planet entrusted upon us, but it is the 
key to our future survival!
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Dr. Louis van Heerden discusses 
what seasickness, also known as 
motion sickness, is as well as how it is 
caused and how divers can prevent it.

By Dr Louis van Heerden

Need Some Help with Sea sickness?
Always consult with a diving doctor before taking 

medication, take the medication well in advance 
(preferably more than 24 hours before diving) to 
see how it affects you, do not use new medication 
just before a dive under any circumstances, never 
combine different medications for seasickness, and 
don’t dive with medication that decreases your level 
of consciousness or that interferes with your ability 
to make quick decisions. The DAN hotline is always 
available with specialised help.
What Can the Diver do about Sea Sickness?

How do we prevent motion sickness? First off, good 
ventilation on the boat, avoid head and eye movement 
(fix your gaze on the horizon), avoid heavy meals and 
drinking of alcohol, and prepare equipment before the 
dive for rapid entry into the water.   

Non-medical solutions include pressure wristbands, 
ginger, a small meal or a teaspoon of honey before 
the dive.

Medical solutions are varied. 
• Hyoscine or scopolamine (Scopex) is viewed as one 

of the single most effective drugs against severe 
motion sickness. It may cause visual disturbances, dry 
mouth and drowsiness. It should not be taken with 
antihistamines. 

• Antihistamines are effective, because they have 
anticholinergic properties, which means that they 
block the muscarinic receptors as discussed earlier. 
General side effects of this group include drowsiness, 
dizziness, dry mouth and blurry vision. 

• Metoclopramide (Maxalon or Clopamon) is available 
with prescription and found to be effective against 
moderate motion sickness. Extrapyramidal symptoms 
should get special consideration as a possible 
side effect (namely involuntary unco-ordinated 
movements or sensations of restlessness). 

• Valoid or Nauzine renders the same effectivity but 
should be avoided if you have any heart problems. 

• Cinnarizine (Stugeron) may be beneficial when side 
effects are intolerable because it has fewer side 
effects, but it is also less effective. 

• Promethazine (Phenergan) has been found to be 
almost as effective as scopolamine. It is viewed as 
an antihistamine but taken the night before the 
antiemetic effects will last well into the next day. 

• Phenytoin (Epanutin). This is a prescription drug for 
controlling seizures and is currently not registered for 
use as an anti-seasick medication. There is no dose 
available for its anti-seasick properties and the side 
effects (inco-ordination, mental confusion, headaches 
and hallucination, to name a few) could be serious 

SEASICKNESS
if they occur at depth. Diving doctors who have 
previously used these will usually prescribe them 
in much lower dosages (e.g., 100 mg per day) than 
dosages used for epilepsy.

What is Seasickness?
Our current understanding of seasickness, or motion 

sickness and vertigo is based on a model that includes a 
system that gathers information from the vestibular, visual, 
proprioceptive (muscles and tendons) and cortical (generally 
speaking, the area of the brain that registers movement and 
sensation) activities. It then compares the information with 
an internal model of expected input consistency. Once a 
mismatch is registered, symptoms associated with motion 
sickness and vertigo usually follow. 

The hair cells of the vestibular labyrinth (found in the 
inner ear) are the receptor cells for vestibular stimuli, 
found in the cristae of the semi-circular canals, and 
the ampullae of the utricle and sacculus. Movement of 
the endolymph (fluid) in the semi-circular canals and 
movement of the otoliths (small stone-like bodies) in the 
maculae are converted into electrical impulses by the hair 
cells that in turn are transmitted by afferent (conveying 
toward a centre) nerves to the vestibular nuclei (centres). 
Secondary afferent nerve fibres make connections 
between the contralateral (opposite) vestibular nuclei, 
the oculomotor (eye movement) control areas, the 
cerebellum and the spinal cord.

The main neurotransmitter (a substance that allows 
the transmission of the impulse from one brain cell or 
fibre to another) of the vestibular nuclei is believed to be 
an excitatory (stimulating) amino acid called glutamate. 
It has a specific binding area (receptor) on the following 
fibre. From the nuclei onwards, afferent fibres use the 
neurotransmitter acetylcholine. This neurotransmitter in 
turn binds to specific receptors, in this case muscarinic. 
By blocking these receptors with certain medications, 
transmission of the nerve impulse is prohibited and 
thus certain effects avoided like motion sickness.  
Another regulatory substance in the vestibular nuclei is 
histamine that binds specifically to histaminic receptors. 
It then follows suit that antihistamines will block these 
receptors and prohibit certain effects like seasickness. 

There are other neurotransmitters and receptors as well 
that fall outside the scope of his discussion.

The cerebellum functions as a regulator of movement 
and posture by controlling the movement intention with 
the movement performance as well as by controlling 
the actions of the descending motor neurons (nerve 
cells transmitting impulses from the brain to the body). 
Internal feedback would be information gathered about 
movement intention whereas external feedback would be 
about motor performance. Spatial orientation, signified 
by vestibular stimuli, is regarded as external feedback. The 
cerebellum regulates performance by comparing internal 
and external feedback. A conceptional model that reflects 
the normal sensory consistency for a given movement or 
posture is believed to be contained within the cerebellum. 
It then follows that when the comparison of the feedback 
doesn’t fall within the expected parameters of this model, 
a sensory mismatch exists. As said before, this will cause 
sensations like motion sickness or vertigo. The cerebellum 
may be responsible for short term regulation and long-
term adaptation of these mismatches.

The vomiting centre in the brain is located in the 
brainstem and is called the parvocellular reticular 
formation (PCRF), where the vomiting reflex is initiated 
and co-ordinated. Anatomically, this centre lies close to 
and is almost intertwined with the nerves that supply 
facial sensation and movement, swallowing as well 
as respiratory control. It is also closely related to the 
nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) that in turn co-ordinates 
autonomic (involuntary) functions in the brainstem. 
The NTS also receives input from the area postrema, 
vestibular, vagal and limbic (the brain area that controls 
motions, etc.) systems.  The area postrema is found in 
the floor of the fourth ventricle (a fluid-filled space) 
in the brain and is not protected by the blood-brain 
barrier. This means that it is exposed to and sensitive 
to circulating chemicals and contains receptors that 
detect these substances (chemoreceptors). This may 
in turn, once stimulated, trigger vomiting. Blocking 
off these receptors, however, will not prevent the 
stimulation of the vestibular nuclei and will thus not 
prevent nausea and vomiting via that pathway.
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Dr Louis van Heerden
Louis van Heerden has an MD and a BScMedScHons 

degree in underwater medicine. He is a diver with DAN 
and a DMO (dive medical officer) with the organization. He 
does it to lend his support to DAN’s mission of providing 
medical emergency assistance, free. 

Louis is currently working as a partner in Remote 
Medicine and has experience in Cruise Ship Medicine.
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PERSPECTIVES
Your Adventure, Your Safety!

For 24-years, DAN has been support-
ing divers in need, regardless of 
location, time of day, type of diving or 
nature of the problem. DAN is always 
available and has the expertise and 
resources to handle a wide variety of 
water-related emergencies. Whether 
a recreational diver shows signs of 

decompression sickness or even if a commercial diver 
sustains an injury, DAN will help the diver get the medi-
cal care he or she needs. The wealth of knowledge and 
experience DAN has cultivated over decades is available 
to support the entire range of divers in Southern Africa, 
including recreational, technical, breath-hold, scientific, 
and even commercial and military divers.

Divers today are enjoying more extreme diving 
activities than ever before. Recreational divers, 
empowered by new technology and advanced training, 
are venturing into the world of technical diving. Because 
of this, the small community of technical divers is growing 
at a steady pace. These divers often experience extreme 
environmental conditions, diving beyond recreational 
boundaries and often outside well-tested limits. Although 
these practices are becoming normalised with time, these 
divers face many questions that are not fully answered by 
current diving research. In light of this, our partnership 
with the International DAN research departments allows 
us to continue studying the effects of extreme diving to 
better understand the risks involved. In particular, the 
study analyses various aspects of safety including, but 
not limited to, decompression safety, physical fitness 
requirements, and the cardiovascular effects of extreme 
diving. The purpose of these studies is to explore the 
impact of extreme dive exposures on divers and the 
criteria for participation in such dives.

A renewed interest in freediving, both recreationally 
and competitively, can be seen in the astounding increases 
in diving depths and breath-hold times achieved. These 
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performance changes have far-reaching implications for 
human physiology and safety. DAN continues to monitor 
incidents associated with breath-hold diving and has also 
organised research studies to deal with the specialised 
nature of the sport.

Many of the different dive disciplines rely on DAN’s 
suite of first-aid courses to train their divers. The Diving 
Emergency Management Provider course is one of the 
most useful courses: Developed by physicians and subject 
experts, it provides training in neurological assessment, 
emergency oxygen administration, automated external 
defibrillators and hazardous marine life injuries.

Regardless of the type of diving you do, DAN is 
working hard to make it safer. Through innovative 
research designed to improve our understanding of diving 
injuries, improved dive accident management protocols 
and enhanced membership products to cover the cost of 
injuries, DAN is here for all divers!

Since 1997, the DAN Hotline has received many 
inquiries and managed thousands of medical cases for 
injured divers. DAN is available to members and non-

members alike: Many of the queries received via the DAN 
Hotline come from non-members. If you know divers who 
are not DAN members, encourage them to join.

Now it is time to sit back and relish a jam-packed Alert 
Diver LITE. Enjoy the read!

Morne Christou
DAN Southern Africa CEO

The views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those 
advocated by the publisher or DAN Southern Africa. While 
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of information 
and reports, the publisher as well as DAN Southern Africa 
does not accept any responsibility, whatsoever, for any errors, 
omissions, or for any effects resulting therefrom. As to the 
best of the publisher and DAN Southern Africa’s knowledge, 
contributors have not indulged in plagiarism. Although the 
utmost is done to avoid such occurrences, the publisher and 
DAN Southern Africa will not be held responsible for the 
contributors’ or writers’ indulgence in plagiarism. No part of 
this publication may be used or reproduced in any form without 
the written permission of DAN Southern Africa. E&OE.
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Since 1992, we’ve been passionate 
about making SCUBAPRO the No.1 

choice of dive gear for recreational & 
professional divers in Southern Africa.

Whatever your needs are, we’ve  
got you covered!

FULL RANGE OF GEAR
We stock hundreds of items from all product 

categories, covering most of SCUBAPRO’s 
global range and giving you the freedom  

of choice!

UNBEATABLE BACKUP SERVICE
With our state-of-the-art workshop, 

comprehensive inventory of spare parts and 
trained team with decades of experience, 

we pride ourselves on being the best in the 
business when it comes to offering support.

DEALER NETWORK
With Authorised Dealers in most major 

centres in SA and our warehouse in JHB, 
professional advice and supply are always 

close at hand.

ONLINE STORE
Prefer to shop online? Visit our official online 
store to have your SCUBAPRO items delivered 

to your door!

www.thescubaprostore.co.za

SCUBAPRO HELPLINE
Need some assistance or advice?  
Please feel free to give us a call!

Mon-Fri, 08h30 to 17h00.
+27 11 444 6563

www.scubapro.co.za
Join us on Instagram

and Facebook

Unit C9, Northlands Deco Park, Northriding, JHB       +27 11 444 6563
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in the time it takes to let go of the descent line and clear 
your mask, you will be out of reach of the line. In strong 
2-knot currents, it is challenging to keep your position 
steady just by kicking, and a diver could not maintain that 
level of effort for long. 

When making a current dive other than a drift 
dive, start against the current, and return with it. You 
will increase your physical effort and breathing-gas 
consumption as you swim against the current, but you will 
use far less energy to return to your entry and exit point 
and should have an adequate gas supply to finish the dive 
as planned. Divers should not dive in currents greater 
than 1 knot without proper training and experience. To 
roughly measure a current, toss a buoyant object into the 
water and time how long it takes to get to a point a known 
distance away. The object will travel 1.68 feet per second 
in a 1-knot current.

Depending on the current for a drift dive, you might 
have to make a negative entry, which is entering the 
water with little or no air in your buoyancy compensator 
(BC), continuing to descend upon entry, and then pairing 
up with your buddy and riding the current. You only need 
to fin when you want to approach something or remain 
stationary. Let the current do the hard work for you. Once 
you become comfortable with drift diving, you will likely 
use less gas than on a dive in calm water to the same 
depth and time because you will kick far less.  

When planning dives where you will start against the 
current and return with the current, use the rule of thirds 
for your breathing gas: one-third of your gas supply for 
the first part of the dive, one-third for the return and one-
third in reserve for an emergency. Divers may also want to 
plan on bringing additional equipment such as a surface 
marker buoy (SMB) and a reel, as an absolute 

CURRENT DIVES
by Jim Gunderson

Over their lifetime, divers will likely encounter a 
variety of dive conditions: at sea level and at altitude as 
well as in freshwater, saltwater, calm water and currents, 
to name a few. Diving in currents can be exhilarating, but 
it can also be hazardous if you do not have the proper 
training or are unprepared. Current dives, often called 
drift dives, can be leisurely or quite challenging. 

Current is the continuous movement of a fluid in 
a specific direction. We consider currents as a water 
that moves through a more sedate surrounding body of 
water – whether for diving or any other water activities. 
Current movement, which can be horizontal or vertical, is 
sometimes slow and barely noticeable but at other times 
can be so strong that underpowered watercraft struggle 
against it. Tide ebb and flow and the current’s velocity 
and direction can change your position relative to either 
the horizontal or vertical plane of the current, which can 

be disorienting for inexperienced divers.
Divers can experience amazing drift dives at many 

popular sites worldwide, including Palau, Indonesia, 
Maldives, Florida, the Pacific Northwest, Cozumel, and 
many others. Frequently calm and relaxing, drift dives 
can also be quite rapid and require significant effort. All 
currents take special consideration and planning to dive 
effectively and safely. Divemasters should provide site-
specific information about the current as part of their 
dive briefing, so all divers know what to expect. Before 
doing drift dives, seek proper training, ideally as part of a 
course with a certified instructor.

Drift diving also requires physical and mental 
preparation. When diving currents, divers should have 
an elevated fitness level and experience and familiarity 
with different finning techniques. A moderate half-knot 
current (0.6 mph or 0.9 kph) may not seem very fast, but 
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usually occurs along coastlines but occasionally may be 
in the open ocean. Nutrients from deeper water come 
toward the surface, so the upwelling water often has 
much higher biological productivity. Upwelling areas are 
usually good for fishing.  

If you are diving in an area known for upwelling or 
downwelling, be aware of where it usually happens. If the 
current pushes you into an unexpected ascent or descent, 
try to stop it as quickly as possible. While touching the 
reef is never ideal, it is acceptable in this case. Grab some 
solid substrate as quickly and safely as possible while 
trying to avoid any harmful marine life such as fire coral. 

Try to protect your regulator and mask from being 
ripped away from you. If the current removes your 
regulator or mask, remain calm, retrieve your backup 
regulator, and continue to breathe. If you can safely 
recover your mask, do so, but remember that you can 
easily replace it. 

If you are caught in a downwelling, be sure to equalize 
your ears continually. In an upwelling, continuously 
exhale, inhaling only when you need to, and then 

continue exhaling. If you cannot quickly stop your ascent 
or descent, get vertically streamlined in the water to allow 
the water to pass by with less drag on your body. Doing so 
may slow your ascent or descent and make it possible for 
you to manoeuvre to grab something solid.  

Once you are under control, begin to ascend at a safe 
rate, and monitor your breathing-gas supply, as you will 
likely be breathing much faster than usual. Monitoring 
your gas is especially critical if you were caught in a 
downwelling and taken deep. If you can locate your 
buddy, make the ascent together, helping each other 
maintain control and monitoring each other’s gas supply. 
Make a safety stop if you can.  

Diving in currents can be quite relaxing and pleasant, 
even in swift currents, but it has its challenges. To get 
the most enjoyment, perform proper predive research 
and dive planning. Make sure you prepare physically and 
mentally and have the appropriate gear, training and 
experience. Divers often say that current dives are some 
of their most memorable and exhilarating dives. Expand 
your diving repertoire by safely trying a current dive. 

minimum. Many divers carry a signalling mirror and 
a whistle if they become separated from their buddy 
or boat. A reef hook may be recommended or required 
in some areas; ask the dive operator or local dive shop 
if and where it may be needed. If you don’t know how 
to properly use these pieces of equipment, consult an 
instructor for training.

During the dive, keep yourself and your equipment 
streamlined and with the current’s flow. Stay close to the 
bottom or other objects, where the current is often not as 
strong as it is midwater. Sometimes you can find a bit of 
shelter by ducking behind a reef ledge, a wreck or some 
other object. Remember the basics: Monitor your air, 
depth and time. Stay with your group or, at a minimum, 
a buddy. If you and your buddy get separated from the 
group, make sure you stay together. 

Use the ascent line during your safety stop to 
keep from being swept away. If you miss or become 
separated from the ascent line or are executing a free 
ascent, deploy your SMB when appropriate. The SMB 
will be your guideline, and the dive operator can better 

see where you are. Don’t panic if you get swept away 
during the dive or while on a safety stop or on the 
surface. Don’t fight against the current. Sometimes 
moving a few feet left, right, up or down can minimize 
the current’s effect. 

When you’re on the surface, inflate your BC and 
prepare to use your signalling mirror or whistle if needed. 
As you exit the water, follow the procedures the dive 
operator outlined. Closely following those procedures 
when doing a live-boat pick-up will help you avoid 
entanglements and propeller strikes.

A vertical current moving down or up, called a 
downwelling or upwelling, can be challenging in ways 
that differ from horizontal currents. Downwelling occurs 
when a current (usually wind-driven) meets an object — 
such as a submerged reef wall, an island, an atoll or other 
landmass — or another current. The water collides with 
the object, which forces the water downward. 

Upwelling typically happens when wind-driven 
currents push water away from an area, and other water 
rises from below the surface to fill the vacancy. Upwelling 
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valve all the way open before entering the 
water. Injury averted.

Now imagine: You get confused about 
whether you opened or closed your valve. You 
could mistakenly close the valve and open it only 
a quarter-turn instead of the other way around. 
Before entering the water, you can breathe fine 
from your primary regulator. However, when you 
enter the water and start descending, breathing 
gets more challenging until it fails altogether. 

Another contributing factor is restriction due 
to sonic velocity, which happens when the gas 
flow reaches the speed of sound. When you first 
open the cylinder’s handwheel, it creates a flow 
path inside the valve, and air passes through the 
outlet. If the valve is not sufficiently open, it can 
constrict the flow, causing an increase in velocity 
to maintain the required flow. This increase could 
cause the gas to approach the speed of sound, at 
which point it will “choke” and limit the flow of 
air into your regulator and therefore your lungs.

Make it your standard practice to wholly and 
gently turn on your air. If you’re an instructor, 
consider not teaching students the quarter-
turn back. Dive operations should instruct their 
staff not to perform the quarter-turn-back 
practice on customers’ cylinders. Confusing the 
direction of a handwheel does not happen only 
to new or inexperienced divers: There have been 
anecdotal reports of divemasters on busy boats 
accidentally turning off customers’ cylinders and 
then performing only a quarter-turn ‘on’. 

An additional safeguard that will further 
ensure that your valve is open is to take a couple 
of breaths from your regulator while looking 
at your pressure gauge. The needle on your 
submersible pressure gauge should hold steady; 
if it bounces up and down with each breath, your 
cylinder valve is not fully open. 

By fully opening your valve, you can eliminate 
one cause of a possible incident and make 
your diving safer.

“Turn on your cylinder, and then close it one-quarter 
turn.” Most divers have heard this instruction during 
and after their scuba certification classes. Have you ever 
wondered why this procedure was recommended? Is this 
practice still necessary? 

In the past, valve designs were not as sophisticated as 
they are today. Overtightening older valves could cause 
damage in two ways: When forced beyond fully open, a 
seal inside the valve near the handwheel (called the valve 
stem seal or packing), would become damaged over time 
from being squeezed against the valve bonnet nut. Divers 
feared that the valve would stick open and delay the 
ability to shut it off in an emergency. The second cause 
of damage was from closing the valve too tightly, which 
could affect a different seal located at the end of the 
handwheel’s inner part, called the valve seal or insert, by 
pressing it onto the seat. In both cases the valve would 
start to leak – either through the handwheel or out of 
the valve outlet. To compensate for the leak, divers would 

close the valve even more tightly, which would cause an 
even greater leak over time. 

Modern valve design, however, protects both the 
valve stem seal and valve seat. Less force is needed to 
close or open the valve fully, and valves are now less 
prone to leaking or sticking open. While the quarter-
turn-back practice is still present in other industries to 
prevent valve damage and ensure that valves do not stick 
open, the dive industry is moving away from this practice 
because people, unfortunately, keep getting injured. 

Divers Alert Network has recorded 13 incidents 
since 2013 (including one that resulted in a fatality). 
These are reported incidents associated with the 
quarter-turn back, but we can safely assume that many 
such incidents go unreported. 

Imagine this scenario: Your valve is closed, and 
when you put your primary regulator in your mouth 
before entering the water you discover that you cannot 
draw a breath. You reach back and turn your cylinder 

Eliminating the quarter-turn
back on the cylinder valve
by Chloe Strauss

OLD HABITS DIE HARD:
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If you do decide to dive, we suggest: 
(1) That you seek a detailed ongoing assessment and 

approval from your treating physician.  This should include 
a complete dive physical and a neurological evaluation, 
including detailed assessment of strength and weakness 
of major muscle groups and the degree of cerebral 
injury of your whole body. Having a good baseline of the 
residual effects of the stroke assists in avoiding diagnostic 
confusion in the event of potential decompression illness. 
As the treatment for stroke and DCI is very different, the 
correct diagnosis is vital to guide you to the appropriate 
treatment facility.

(2) That you always dive with two divers without any 
impairments (as promulgated by the Handicapped Scuba 
Association). This means that there is likely to be enough 
support in case of an emergency involving the buddies 
and not only yourself.

(3) In keeping with (2), lasting mobility and movement 
limitations may require you to have further training with 
specially trained dive buddies. 

Again, agencies such as Diveheart (diveheart.org), 
the Handicapped Scuba Association (hsascuba.com) and 
others specialize in helping divers with limited mobility to 
enjoy the underwater world. 

— Robert Soncini, NR-P, DMT

I have a rhinoplasty surgery scheduled to repair a 
deviated septum. What can I expect for returning to 
diving after the procedure?

Again, we would like to start with a bit of medical 
background for readers unfamiliar with the terminology 
and issues at stake:

There are two types of rhinoplasty (commonly known 
as a ‘nose job’): cosmetic and reconstructive. Cosmetic 
rhinoplasty seeks to improve the nose’s appearance and 
is generally less invasive than reconstructive surgery. 
Reconstructive rhinoplasty restores the form and function of 
the nose: it may correct a deviated nasal septum or involve 
reconstruction of a traumatic nasal injury. Reconstructive 
procedures may also be used to treat congenital nose defects 
and deformities and other equalizing or breathing problems 
related to anatomical abnormalities of the nasal cavity. 

The average healing time before returning to diving 
after cosmetic rhinoplasty is about two months; it is about 
three months for reconstructive rhinoplasty, provided 
there are no complications. Your surgeon can give you 
an exact date based on how well the surgery goes and 
how well you heal. Discuss with your surgeon issues such 
as equalizing the middle ear and sinuses and whether 
Valsalva techniques are also permitted the potential 
impact of wearing a face mask. 

I am 60 years old and had a thrombotic stroke two years 
ago. Surgery on my carotid artery restored circulation, 
but I have left arm paralysis and diminished movement 
in my left leg, and I need a cane to walk. My doctor says 
I am unlikely to have a repeat stroke, and I currently am 
not taking any medications. Will I be able to dive again? 

For the sake of other readers, we would like to start 
with a bit of medical background: A cerebral vascular 
accident, or stroke, occurs in two ways: hemorrhagic 
(bleeding) or thrombotic (clot). 

Both forms affect oxygen and blood flow to the brain. 
Lasting deficits are common after a stroke and may affect 
speech, strength and movement. For a thrombotic stroke, 
a thrombolytic medication such as a tissue plasminogen 
activator (tPA) can break up the clot and restore oxygen 
and blood flow. The unfortunate drawback to this drug is 
that it must be administered within hours after the onset 
of symptoms. 

Paralysis is not uncommon following a stroke. A doctor 
should evaluate your level of impairment and what effect 

it may have on your diving. Inability to use your arms 
can make it challenging to work with your gear, such as 
adjusting your buoyancy compensator, clearing your 
mask or reaching a backup regulator. If the deficit affects 
your legs, it may be difficult to swim, kick, move with gear 
on while on a wet boat deck or rocky shore entry, or swim 
against a current. A physical deficit may also affect your 
ability to respond to an emergency, making it difficult 
to self-rescue or rescue a buddy. Residual spasticity can 
make some activities particularly difficult and exhausting.

Now, getting to your question: Carefully weigh the 
risks related to your return to diving, and assess the risk 
versus reward. Your doctor appears to have determined 
and addressed the reason for your stroke, and stated 
that it was unlikely to recur. No studies are available that 
address if the areas of your brain damaged by your stroke 
will be more susceptible to decompression illness (DCI). 
Even a mild neurologic DCI incident could have severe 
consequences and affect the degree of function you 
achieved through rehabilitation. 

FROM THE 
MEDICAL LINE
DAN medical information specialists and 
researchers answer your dive medicine questions.
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Once your surgeon releases you to return to diving, 
start with several short, shallow dives in a controlled 
environment such as a pool to see if you have any problems 
equalizing. Using scuba isn’t necessary; freediving is 
enough to determine if your ears or sinuses will give you 
any problems after the surgery. If the initial trial dives 
go well, further diving shouldn’t be an issue. Be prudent 
about your diving behaviour early in your return — don’t 
plan your first dive trip after surgery to a remote location 
or where you are unsure of access to good medical care. 

Your equalization technique may change depending 
on how well you’re able to equalize. If you prefer the 
Valsalva manoeuvre, consider using a different method in 
the beginning to avoid pinching a nose that has just been 
reconstructed. Many DAN members have reported decreased 
problems equalizing after various types of sinus surgery.

Suppose you have any difficulties equalizing the first 
time back in the pool. Well, in that case, your sinuses may 
not be ready to withstand the pressures associated with 
diving, so allow yourself additional healing time.

— Lana P. Sorrell, MBA, EMT, DMT

I have sleep apnea and will be having an Inspire device 
implanted to help correct this condition. Is there anything 
I should be concerned about regarding its pressure rating 
or any other potential complications?

By way of background: Sleep apnea is a serious 
medical condition that affects many adults. The most 
common type is obstructive, which occurs when the 
muscles that support the soft palate relax, allowing the 
airway to narrow or even close. Your body’s oxygen level 
drops, and your brain briefly awakens you, so you open 
your airway to breathe. This short instance may happen 
many times in a night, and it is often so brief you are not 
aware of it. This temporary interruption is why you feel 
tired throughout the day, even though it seems you had a 
decent night’s sleep. 

Many adults sleep using a continuous positive airway 
pressure (CPAP) machine to help keep open the airway for a 
full night’s rest. A CPAP machine’s drawbacks are that it is often 
bulky, requires a mask seal and needs regular maintenance. 

Although they may not be available everywhere at 
present, there are modern alternatives at present “Inspire” 

is a device that is implanted under the skin near the right 
collarbone. Two guide wires run from the device: One 
lead connects to the hypoglossal nerve near the tongue’s 
base, and the other extends to an area between the ribs 
on the right chest to sense breathing. When it senses 
breathing, a small impulse goes to the tongue to move it 
forward and open the airway. A remote control can turn 
on and off the device. Following implantation, give the 
surgical sites ample time to heal before undertaking dive 
activities. Water immersion too soon after surgery may 
lead to an opportunistic infection if the site has not fully 
recovered. To avoid affecting the wire routing, ensure 
the tissue around the surgery site has also fully healed. 
Avoid rubbing the area or making any jerking motions, 
and exercise caution when lifting heavy objects such as 
scuba tanks and weight systems. Practice with your gear 
configuration and all the movements you would make in 
all phases of a dive to ensure that nothing will damage 
the implanted system’s components. 

Involve your treating physician in your decision to return 
to diving, and consider your overall health and wellbeing, 

level of fitness, BMI, and any medications you are taking. Your 
physician does not need to be fully versed in diving to give 
you sound advice, but we encourage non-diving physicians 
to contact DAN if there are any uncertainties. Be sure to 
comple the standard World Recreational Scuba Training 
Council medical statement before going on a trip so that you 
can show that the issues of concern have been assessed and 
address properly. In this case, we would encourage you to 
see a doctor fully trained in diving medicine. 

Sleep apnea is often associated with other serious 
cardiovascular conditions and obesity, which may restrict 
or prevent diving. If you have sleep apnea symptoms 
during your predive assessment, you should not dive 
until you have corrected the symptoms. The effects of 
stimulating airway structures while underwater, such as 
with an Inspire device, are unknown, and your physician 
may require you to have it off while diving. If it needs to 
be off during diving, discuss how to ensure it stays off and 
won’t activate through pressure or activity. 

As with any implanted device, always check the 
manufacturer’s recommendations regarding the pressure 
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at which it will operate. The “Inspire” device can 
perform normally to a maximum depth of 30 meters 
of seawater (4 ATA). We suggest that you maintain a 
conservative depth, avoid dives that come close to the 
manufacturer’s pressure limit, and be careful not to 
inadvertently exceed that pressure, which could crush an 
essential components. 

Be aware that in the unlikely event of an arterial 
gas embolism, some chambers still treat it with an 
initial depth of 50 meters (6 ATA), although that’s no 
longer common. It’s prudent to keep a medical file with 
your dive gear or logbook that someone can quickly 
access in an emergency. Include information in the 
file regarding the presence of the device and its depth 
limitations. It’s also a good idea to brief the pertinent 
members of your dive team.

— Robert Soncini, NR-P, DMT
I am fit and work out five or six days per week. Last year 
I had an acute renal failure due to an allergic reaction 
to a medication. Now I have chronic interstitial nephritis 
with a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) in the low-50 
range. My nephrologist says my kidney function is very 
stable. I am planning a dive trip with no more than two 
short, shallow dives per day. Will that be safe?

Thanks for the interesting question. Your situation is 
somewhat unique, so any information we provide here 
should be considered “generic” and be confirmed with 
your treating nephrologist. 

This is what we can say about your condition: Your 
estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), which 
measures kidney function, indicates about half the 

normal kidney function. The impact on your kidneys with 
the effects of immersion are unpredictable, but they are 
unlikely to give you difficulties with the kidney function 
you mentioned. Note that we have not addressed why 
you received the nephrotoxic antibiotics, which may 
introduce other “fitness to dive” questions. 

It would be wise to do multiple pool sessions first and 
see that you do not develop oedema or other electrolyte 
abnormalities. Immersion creates significant (about 30%) 
fluid shifts to the body’s core due to the loss of gravity and 
conserves heat. This temporary fluid load adds additional 
work to the heart, kidneys and bladder. If the heart is not 
strong enough to process the excess fluid, it will back up 
on the lungs and develop into a life-threatening condition 
known as immersion pulmonary oedema (IPO). A similar 
thing may happen with kidney failure. If the kidneys have 
difficulty processing the excess fluid, waste can build up 
and cause swelling, shortness of breath and problematic 
blood pressure changes.

The treatment for fluid overload (hypervolemia) is 
diuretics, oxygen and observation. However, chronic use 
of diuretics appears to be associated with poor renal 
outcomes and further contributes to a decline in eGFR. 
These changes may affect blood pressure and even 
predispose you to a cardiovascular event. 

As mentioned in the beginning, the advice we offer is 
generic, and it is up to you and your treating nephrologist 
to assess the impact in your particular case. As such, you 
should discuss this information with your nephrologist or 
primary care physician before deciding about diving. 

— Lana P. Sorrell, MBA, EMT, DMT
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RETURN TO DIVING AFTER
COVID—PRESENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
by Dr Frans Cronje

On December 31 2019, an unusual form of pneumonia 
was identified in the Chinese city of Wuhan. By January 8, 
the Chinese Centre For Disease Control And Prevention 
had identified it as a coronavirus (belonging to the family 
also associated with the common cold), but causing much 
more severe illness (1).

 The virus became known as “Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome Coronavirus Two” (SARS-CoV-2) and its 
associated illness COVID-19.

Since its first discovery, COVID-19 has spread around 
and was officially labelled a pandemic in 2020. Between 
25% to 35% of patients were anticipated to need medical 
intervention, which sparked an international scramble for 
medical resources. Some facilities were overrun, while 

others saw relatively few cases. It has been, and remains, 
an enigmatic illness and a very unpredictable pandemic.

Not long after patients started being admitted and 
receiving treatment, it was discovered that those older 
than 60 years of age and those with comorbidities 
like hypertension, cancer, HIV, or other forms of 
immunosuppression were particularly vulnerable and 
had poorer outcomes. Fatality rates on ventilated patients 
reach > 80%. Various methods have been attempted 
to provide supplemental oxygen by other means, using 
mechanical ventilation only as a last resort.

At the time of publishing this article, on May 11 
2021, more than 160,000,000 cases have been reported 
worldwide, with 1% of these occurring in South Africa. 

Globally, 3.3 million people have died due to COVID-19 
and its complications, with 55,000 of these coming from 
South Africa. The good news is that 130 million people 
have recovered from COVID-19, with 1.5 million of these 
recoveries in our country.

As far as Scientific and Medical investigation goes: 
To date, more than 91,000 scientific articles have been 
published in to peer-reviewed journals, attempting to 
describe the features of COVID-19 better and in a search 
for better treatments and ultimately prevention. There 
are now already 14,000 review articles, including several 
metanalyses on different aspects of the disease.

To date, four scientific articles have addressed 
diving and return to diving specifically (1-4). The 
various international undersea and hyperbaric medical 
associations have promulgated position statements, 
advice to patients, advice to treating doctors, in a time 
of ever-evolving protocols for quarantine, isolation, 
admission, referral to ICU, discharge, and vaccination 
strategies -- which are appearing almost daily.

An unanticipated finding was that much of the 
morbidity associated with COVID-19 was due to a so-
called cytokine storm (i.e. a period of extreme immune 
responsiveness) as well as a period of significantly 
increased coagulation of blood, leading to disruption of 
circulation to many organs, deep venous thrombosis, 
thromboembolism, and disturbance of organ function – 
in addition to the respiratory challenges; the heart and 
brain appear to be particularly at risk.

Another surprising finding was that many patients 
started suffering from new symptoms after they had 
recovered from their acute illness. New symptoms 
emerged, including “brain fog” and other cognitive 
deficits, memory loss, and impaired general fitness: 
resilience and full recovery remain an ongoing concern.

The classic signs of abnormal or loss of smell and 
taste did not always recover or not entirely. The bottom 
line is that the long-term effects of COVID-19 have not 
been fully elucidated.

Fortunately, there is now a significant amount of 
evidence that has allowed us to become more confident in 
making recommendations regarding return to recreational 

and commercial diving after recovering from COVID-19. 
The recommendations are summarised by an article by 
Sadler et al. and are based on the severity of the illness.

Sadler et al. made use of the following four categories 
of severity of COVID-19 listed here. They applied for 
providing better guidance, more consistent advice, 
and targeted examinations for individuals wishing to 
return to diving (1):

The Sadler grading is as follows:
• Grade 0: individuals who may or may not have 

suffered COVID-19 but had remained asymptomatic.
• Grade 1: mild COVID-19  cases, meaning that they 

could be managed at home in self-isolation.
• Grade 2: moderately COVID-19  cases, required 

admission and supplemental oxygen; with or without 
abnormal findings on their chest x-rays, but who did 
not require extended admission or ventilation and did 
not have cardiac involvement or clotting disorders.

• Grade 3: severe COVID-19 were patients who 
required admission to ICU for ventilatory support 
with or without cardiac, neurological, or clotting-
related complications.
In terms of return to diving: The following three 

aspects have been considered carefully:
Firstly, ability: this means that the diver can still 

perform all the essential and emergency functions 
of diving and maintain energy output levels of at 
least six Mets for recreational divers and 10 Mets for 
commercial divers (5).

Secondly, resilience: the performance of divers must 
be sustainable. The individual should be able to keep up 
the level of exercise and energy commensurate with the 
demands of the sport or commercial activity from day-to-
day, as required.

Thirdly, there should be the assurance that the 
individual would not be putting themselves or others at 
undue risk:

The practical application of these principles translated 
into the following guidelines:
• Grade 0 individuals: who indicated on their RSTC form 

that they had not suffered from COVID-19 (at least to 
their knowledge) posed no known threat to others 
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• but had to consider their own risk of contracting the 
disease. If a diving medical was sought, it could be as 
simple as completing the RSTC Fitness to Dive form. 
Unless there were other illnesses or morbidities to 
consider, no further medical examinations would be 
required for them to continue diving.

• Grade 1 individuals or mild COVID patients: are 
the ones that were mild enough to be managed 
at home with no supplemental oxygen. They are 
recommended strongly to refrain from diving for at 
least two weeks after the clearance of all symptoms. 
Then, after completing the RSTC form (to exclude other 
disorders), they should be examined - preferably by a 
diving medical practitioner - a stress ECG performed to 
confirm exercise fitness with normal cardiac function; 
normal spirometry; a normal PA chest x-ray; and the 
absence of any other untoward symptoms. If the test 
results were normal, there would be no reason to bar 
their return to diving

• Grade 2 or moderately severe COVID patients 
are those who needed oxygen and, therefore, 
some respiratory compromise could be assumed. 
They have been advised to discontinue diving for 
at least three months after recovering from their 
symptoms. They should undergo the same battery 
of examinations for the Grade 1 patients. However, 
if abnormalities are discovered, additional 
investigations might indicated, and these might 
ultimately determine the return to diving.

• Grade 3 individuals were seriously ill individuals who 
required admission to ICU with ventilatory support: 
They have been advised to discontinue diving for six 
months followed by some additional pulmonary and 
cardiac testing, including possible lung CT, mainly if 
the PA chest x-ray showed abnormalities; exercise 
ECG ( with echocardiography if regular exercise ECG 
indicated abnormalities); and a detailed review of any 
other symptoms associated with COVID-19 if present.

Lastly, the overall risk needs to be considered: 
• Individuals contemplating diving should be fully 

recovered. The main risk factors, considered here 
specifically i.t.o. diving, are (1) pulmonary barotrauma 

(due to lung scarring), spontaneous pneumothorax 
(due to scarring, air-trapping, aread of differing 
stiffness and blebs), and paradoxical gas embolism 
(due to disruption of the pulmonary circulation and 
possible shunts). As far as the first two are concerned, 
it has been a somewhat surprising finding amongst 
normal control groups (i.e., normal individuals) 
to discover how many of them have been diving 
unknowingly with some lung bullae or blebs - entirely 
unrelated for COVID-19 (i.e. where alveolae lose their 
boundaries and become a collection on gas pockets 
rather than individual air sacs). In some studies, 
nearly all the controls had small blebs – to the extent 
that these were so common that they were not even 
reported in all cases. This surprising finding that a vast 
number of divers diving safely with asymptomatic 
blebs has stretched our previous ultra-conservative 
stance that any divers with lung blebs should refrain 
from diving. Yet – based on the CT findings of normal as 
well as COVID 19 patients, we may need to reconsider 
the outright ban on diving. Apical bullae (i.e.blebs at 
the top of the lungs) have the lowest risk of becoming 
a spontaneous pneumothorax. However, if the bullae 
are encountered elsewhere, this should probably 
remain contraindicated to further diving until we have 
better information.

• Normal (routine) PA Chest X-rays may not detect 
blebs, and the pragmatic approach in the past has 
been that “normal Chest X-rays” pose no threat to 
divers. Chest X-rays that show significant scarring are 
another matter; these are referred for Lung CT if this 
is available. Either way, it is certainly recommended. 
Lung CT of COVID patients has shown two distinct 
patterns: (1) a so-called “ground glass appearance” 
and (2) diffuse scarring throughout the lungs. These 
two presentations pose two significant risks: 
potential shunting (failure of the lings to filter 
out venous gas bubbles following a dive) and 
barotrauma (due to scarring and air-trapping). To 
be conservative, if these are present, diving should 
be discontinued for at least 12 months, after which 
these individuals may be re-examined.

• Individuals with cardiac abnormalities and arrhythmias 
during rest or exercise and those showing clotting 
abnormalities with the risk of deep vein thrombosis and 
pulmonary embolism should discontinue diving for at 
least a year, after which may be reconsidered for diving 
on suitable medication. Fortunately, several drugs have 
come on the market with a better safety record than 
coumadin (or Warfarin) and have already been used 
extensively in flying and diving without difficulties.
Vaccination and its pro’s and con’s fall outside the 

scope of this article. At the time of writing this article, the 
definitive guidelines have not been determined.

We hope that this has provided some guidance on 
returning to diving after suffering from COVID-19. However, 
as a precautionary note: these guidelines are based on 
the best current evidence now, and future experience 
may lead to changes and further refinements. A series of 
references are provided that explore the various possible 
cardiac complications, the effectiveness of current vaccine 
protocols and specific recommendations from the diving 
medical advisory committee, including returning to diving 
and guidance for medical examiners of divers when doing 
face-to-face medicals during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Sadler C, Alvarez Villela M, Van Hoesen K, Grover I, Lang 
M, Neuman T, et al. Diving after SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) 
infection: Fitness to dive assessment and medical 
guidance. Diving Hyperb Med. 2020;50(3):278-87.
Mitchell SJ. Diving and hyperbaric medicine in the SARS-
CoV-2 pandemic. Diving Hyperb Med. 2020;50(2):90-1.
Sahranavard M, Akhavan Rezayat A, Zamiri Bidary M, 
Omranzadeh A, Rohani F, Hamidi Farahani R, et al. Cardiac 
Complications in COVID-19: A Systematic Review and 
Meta-analysis. Arch Iran Med. 2021;24(2):152-63.
Stannard S. COVID-19 in the maritime setting: the 
challenges, regulations and the international response. 
Int Marit Health. 2020;71(2):85-90.
Contributors W. Metabolic equivalent of task: Wikipedia, 
The Free Encyclopedia; 2021 [updated January 31 
2021 16:02 UTC. Available from: https://en.wikipedia.
org/w/index.php?title=Metabolic_equivalent_of_
task&oldid=1003976943.
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Breaking the Woman’s World Record for the Deepest 
Scuba Dive has been a personal goal since 2004/2005 
when Verna van Schaik and Nuno Gomes broke the 
female and male world depth records. Since being a 
member of the Wits University Underwater Club at the 
time, I was fortunate to have the opportunity to get to 
know both Verna and Nuno.  Their achievements were a 
huge motivation and inspiration for the attempt on this 
world record.

I started technical diving under the tutelage of 
Nuno Gomes at Wits Underwater Club and continued 
to develop as a technical diver. After leaving Wits 
Underwater Club, myself and Francois Bain, my now 
husband, started our own dive club/ dive school called 
Somewhere Out There Diving. The idea of Somewhere 
Out There Diving was to create a business entity for 
out-of-the-ordinary, expedition-type diving trips. 
This married up splendidly with the technical diving 
endeavours that have been embarked upon as part of 
the lead-up to the world record attempt.

I started SCUBA diving in 2001 and proceeded into 
the realm of technical diving in 2006. I gradually and 
progressively built up experience and skills to the extent 
where I felt that I had become sufficiently competent and 

comfortable to attempt the Women’s world record for 
the deepest SCUBA dive.
Depth Training

Initially, I started training and building up depth 
experience in the ocean at Sodwana Bay, Kwa-Zulu Natal, 
South Africa and reached a depth of 140m there. I soon 
realised that going much deeper was going to be too 
dangerous and logistically very challenging given the 
conditions of the South African coastline.

The only other alternatives were Komati Springs 
and Boesmansgat, which are inland freshwater venues. 
I, therefore, opted to continue my experience in Komati 
Springs, near Badplaas in Mpumalanga. Each trip went a 
little deeper until I eventually reached the 150m mark in 
the inclined shaft of Komati Springs. Komati Springs is an 
old flooded mine with underground workings, making it 
the perfect deep-water training venue.

As I gained more experience and knowledge from 
completing these dives, my sights slowly shifted to 
Boesmansgat, a water-filled dolomitic cave situated near 
Danielskuil, Northern Cape Province, South Africa. I had 
never been there before and had heard and read plenty 
of stories of how logistically challenging it is to dive there. 
I had to see for myself.

WOMAN’S WORLD 
RECORD DEEPEST 
SCUBA DIVE ATTEMPT: 
LOGISTICS AND SET UP

Evaluating the Dive Site
In April 2019, a small group of us ventured to 

Boesmansgat for a long weekend. The plan was to drive 
there on Friday, do some planned dives on Saturday 
and Sunday. Then return to Johannesburg on Monday. 
Upon arrival at Boesmansgat, I soon realised that diving 
here was not going to be easy. Just getting equipment 
to the water was a colossal task and, on that particular 
weekend, we had very little equipment compared to 
what was to come. Over that weekend, I managed to 
do one 40m dive, and I was not convinced that diving 
deep in Boesmansgat was a good idea, but since there 
was no other option, I had to accept that it was to be 
the venue if I was to attempt it at all.

After that, the preparations started in earnest: First 
up was the plan for a 200m dive. My idea was that only 
if the 200m dive went well would I put final plans to 
attempt the world record. I realised that I needed a 
bigger team. The small group of support divers we had 
for the Komati Springs dives was just not going to cut 
it at Boesmansgat. The team slowly started to expand. 
At that time, we were still a lean team, but eventually, I 
had enough support divers to undertake the expedition 
to Boesmans Gat to do the 200m dive.

Team Building
To hone the team, we spent many weekends at 

Komati Springs doing work up dives. The team needed to 
work well together. Everyone needed to understand what 
was required of them and what they would need to do 
in an emergency. In February 2020, we set out on a full 
expedition to Boesmansgat with the intent for me to do 
a 200m dive. The dive went off well, and I successfully 
reached 200m. That being accomplished, plans were then 
set in motion for the world record attempt.

The goal was to do the World Record Attempt on 
the Women’s Day Public Holiday on 9 August 2020, but 
then the Covid-19 pandemic hit. South Africa went into 
hard lockdown at the end of March 2020. With that, 
our plans were put on hold. Only towards the end of 
August 2020 did things start to open sufficiently to 
reconsider our objectives. The challenge was that none 
of the team members had done any serious diving for 
several months. We were therefore forced to start to 
build up dives from scratch. So it was back to Komati 
Springs for several weekends to get back in shape. By 
January 2021, we all felt we were ready for the world 
record attempt, and the final arrangements for an 
expedition in March 2021 were made.
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Workshops and Planning Sessions
In preparation for the various excursions, particularly 

for the world record attempt expedition, we needed 
to look at all eventualities.  Several technical diving 
workshops were held where various aspects of the 
plans were discussed. As a team, we did a complete 
risk analysis, putting mitigation plans in place for every 
conceivable risk we could think of. We also needed to 
put emergency plans in place.

One of the biggest challenges we faced was the scenario 
of getting a diver out of the “gat” and back to the cars in an 
emergency. Since the “gat” or water level is situated about 
40m below where the cars were parked. This meant we 
would need to scale a 150m slope and rocky terrain. This 
was by no means going to be an easy task!

We looked at every possible option. The simplest 
and quickest solution would ordinarily pull the person 
up the cliff face in a Stokes basket. None of us were 
competent climbers, and we did not have all the required 
equipment to do this, nor were we trained to use all the 
necessary equipment, so this was not an option. We 
eventually settled on the reality that the team would 
have to carry the person up all the way from the bottom! 
Not necessarily the quickest option but the safest for all 
parties involved.
Practising Emergency Action

We did a dry run of the emergency plan in the days 
leading up to the record attempt. The team managed to 
get a diver out of the water and up to the medical station 
in17mins. It would take us a further 5 mins to get from the 
medical station to the cars/recompression chamber. This 
is pretty quick if you look at the terrain they had to tackle 
while carrying someone in a stokes basket. What was of 
particular assistance is an extendible aluminium ladder 
which Jan Vorster had brought with him. This was laid at an 
angle over the largest boulders and acted as a set of rails 
which the stokes basket, with the diver inside, could be 
pulled up and over. Once at the top of the ladder section, 
the ladder was lifted and moved to the next tricky section, 
sequentially, until we had passed the boulder section. This 
made the arduous task of carrying the potentially injured 
diver a little more manageable.

The Chamber
We want to make a special vote of thanks to Michael 

Partridge for bringing along his one-person recompression 
chamber and setting it up – we had the comfort of 
knowing that there was a chamber on-site and ready for 
use, should we need it. Thankfully it was not required 
during the expedition.
Equipment considerations

Due to the difficulties in getting cylinders to the water 
and back up and out of the “gat” again, we needed to 
think carefully about how we would blend gas and fill 
cylinders on site. It is challenging to blend gases in the 
field. To minimise what we needed to mix on-site, many of 
the cylinders were pre-blended at home in Johannesburg 
before the trip.  Then they were transported to the site. 
The again meant that we needed a lot more cylinders and 
suitable vehicles with trailers to haul them!.

We set up a blending/filling station and medical station 
halfway down to the water, on a recreational platform 
area built by the farmer. Only the few stage cylinders that 
needed to be refilled with either Nitrox or Trimix would 
then be carried back up to this point, filled, analysed and 
then carried back down to the water’s edge again. Apart 
from some of my shallower gasses for the world record 
dive, most of the gas blending done was for the *diluent 
cylinders, for Peter Reid’s rebreather, which were quite 
small. (*Rebreather has two cylinders.  A pure oxygen 
cylinder and a diluent cylinder. The diluent cylinder will 
have a gas mix suitable for the maximum depth of the 
dive. Oxygen is added to the mix in the mixing chamber 
to keep the gas at a selected partial pressure at all depths 
throughout the dive.)

Carrying up twin cylinders each time they needed to be 
filled was not going to be possible. We set up a 75m long 
high-pressure hose that would run from a compressor at 
the top of the cliff to reach all the way to an area, which 
we had identified as the twinset refilling area, a cave near 
the water’s edge. This worked well, and we were able to 
fill all air cylinders without carrying the heavy equipment 
back up to the top. This was done in a dedicated area to 
avoid unnecessary clutter of empty and full cylinders in 
the vicinity of the entry point into the water.

Air Fills
With huge THANKS, the task of filling cylinders was 

made much easier with the Coltri MCH16 ERGO 315 lire 
per minute compressor, graciously loaned to us by Coltri 
South Africa with the assistance of Steve Moller.  This 
helped with all the air fills that needed to be done, and 
divers could get back into the water much faster.
Mother Nature

In the weeks leading up to the Boesmansgat 2021 
expedition, we were alerted that the Danielskuil region 
had experienced extraordinary high rainfall in the 
preceding months. Severe flooding had occurred a few 
weeks before the trip, and the water level of Boesmansgat 
was rising at a rate of knots. We knew that space would 
be limited for setting up a staging area at the water’s edge 
and had to revise our plan carefully. The dive team was 
alerted of this fact, and everyone was informed that just 
the bare essentials would be permitted to be brought 
down to the bottom of the hole. Careful consideration 
was also given to which areas around the water’s edge 
would be used for what purposes to maintain a neat and 
ordered dive site and operation.  
Dive Site Entry Area Organisation

There was a designated area for full twin sets and an 
area where empty twin sets needing filling were to be 
placed (near the filling end of the 75m long hose), and 
a stacking area for full stages near the entry point was 
agreed upon. These cylinders were covered with a shade 
cloth tarp. Empty stage cylinders were provided with a 
separate area until they could be carried out of the hole, 
either for refilling or storage topside.
Oxygen and more Oxygen

On any technical diving expedition, having an 
abundance of Oxygen is very important. We needed to 
make sure enough Oxygen was available at the water’s 
edge for all the divers to use during their deco stops. 
And more than enough to be used in the event of an 
emergency. We decided to set up an “oxygen tree” in 
the water, as each of the divers would need Oxygen to 
deco on during all of the buildup dives. The support divers 
would need Oxygen to do oxygen deco on the record 
dive. For these reasons, we used a 50 Litre bank cylinder 
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placed at the medical/blending station to feed Oxygen 
to the divers at 3m in the water. We installed a very 
long high-pressure hose attached to a 50-litre oxygen 
bank cylinder and ran from the medical/blending 
station about 150m down the slope into the water. This 
was attached to a block that we could connect three 
demand valves to and was placed in the water at 3m. 
This meant a continuous supply of Oxygen for divers 
to use, and we did not have to worry about constantly 
carrying oxygen cylinders back and forth to be filled.
Doctor in the House

Deep diving comes with risks. There is always the 
possibility of something going wrong, and we needed 
to be prepared for this. Because of these risks, we had a 
diving physician on-site to deal with any life-threatening 
situations, should they occur. Thanks to Michael Partridge 
and DAN Southern Africa, we had Lt. Col (Dr) Rob Bedford, 
the Chief Flight Surgeon and Second in Command at 
the Institute for Aviation Medicine in South Africa, in 
attendance on this expedition to treat any medical 
emergencies should have arisen.

Before any divers could enter the water, we need to 
place a shot line into the cave. This line would serve two 
purposes: one as a guideline for all divers entering the 
cave, and secondly, this would be the line where all stage 
cylinders would be hung for the deep dives. This line was 
securely tied around a boulder outside of the water, with 
a secondary line attached using a piece of static line also 
securely tied around a boulder to ensure that if the first 
tie off came loose for any reason, there would be a second 
tie off/line securing the shot line to the surface.

Once all the logistics had been addressed, all 
emergency equipment was in place, the chamber was 
tested and up and running. All team members had arrived, 
so the record dive attempt was a ‘go’!

NOTE: This is part 1 in a series of articles written 
by Karen van den Oever about how she and a team 
of dedicated scuba divers went about making the 
extraordinary deepest scuba dive world record by a 
female dive. Part 2 to follow in the subsequent editions of 
the Alert Diver Lite magazine.
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SHARKS
& CLIMATE 
CHANGE

Text and Photography by
Greet Meulepas 

A healthy ocean is part of our ticket out of this global 
mess that is called climate change, so we better start 
protecting sharks right now and this is how: we need 
more and large Marine Protected Areas worldwide.

Sharks are particularly fished for their fins, the main 
ingredient of the infamous sharkfin soup. Since only the 
fins are desired they are cut from the body before the 

victim is thrown overboard, condemned to suffocate 
and bleed to death.

This practice is still occurring worldwide as few 
countries have banned shark finning.

Shark populations have been reduced by 90% while 
they used to dominate the biomass on the reefs about a 
hundred years ago. 
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I remember the first time I saw a shark! It was magical 
and surreal: fully equipped, I jumped from the jetty of 
a hotel in Egypt and there it was: A beautiful Oceanic 
whitetip! She was a young individual, which may explain 
why this pelagic species swam so close to shore. She 
swam just below the toes of the tourists enjoying a dip 
in the Red Sea. I tried to get closer, completely forgetting 

the guest I was supposed to guide, but she shied away. 
That was the first and last time I saw an Oceanic whitetip 
and it was a magical experience!

Sharks are majestic and fascinating creatures that 
have an important role to play. 

Apex predator sharks roam far and wide and can 
therefore connect communities, foodwebs, and habitats 
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that are otherwise spatially separated, so creating 
linkages that contribute to ecosystem stability. 
By eating the weak, targeting certain species and 
changing prey behaviour, sharks maintain thebalance, 
abundance and biodiversity of marine life. 

In the North Atlantic, as predatory large shark 

populations declined so cownose rays thrived and 
scallops, the rays main food become rare. Commercial 
scallop fisheries collapsed.

During Australian summer, Tiger sharks appear 
in Shark Bay, a vital seagrass habitat  so cormorants, 
dolphins, dugongs and turtles avoid it. This way the 
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sharks’ presence prevents over-grazing of this important 
carbon capturing seagrass which is crucial in our fight 
against climate change. 

Where sharks have been fished from the reefs in 
Indonesia, scientists found large herbivores disappeared 
from the reef too. Which is troubling since herbivores 

keep reefs healthy by eating coral-smothering algae.
Fishing is just one of many stresses on today’s 

reefs; bleaching, cyclones, pollution and eutrophication 
(excessive nutrients) all dramatically alter reefsystem 
function. Stressed corals especially need grazers to be 
resilient against human-induced processes.
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Take a look at the video.
https://youtu.be/VSgxDr99akU

If we want to give the reefs a fighting chance against 
climate change and pollution, we need herbivorous 
grazers and therefore we need sharks. 

Apart from their ecological importance there is 
another reason to protect sharks: money. A healthy reef 
with a plethora of sharks attracts diving tourists. 

A reef shark represents a tourism income of about 
$ 1.9 million in its lifespan. A dead shark is worth about 
$108 and won’t be able to reproduce.

Yet shark populations are being decimated! 
When I first started out as a diving instructor, veteran 

colleagues told me they used to see plenty sharks every 

single dive.... but that was then already 20 years ago.
I considered myself lucky to see one now and then!
12 years on and things have not improved. A recent 

study claims that one in five reefs are sharkless nowadays 
making many species ‘functionally extinct’. 

Nevertheless, humans kill more than 100 million 
sharks each year, have done so for years on end and 
continue to do so.

This is especially worrisome since sharks are a 
K-selected species: they grow slowly and it takes 
many years for them to reach maturity. They 
reproduce once every few years and have small 
litters. All this makes them especially vulnerable to 
catastrophic population declines!
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Establishing Marine Protected Areas means 
preserving no-take zones and the closure to fishing has to 
be enforced. Studies have shown that half measures are 
far from effective!

MPAs can reverse the ecosystem-wide effects 
of loss of predators. Since human borders do not 
confine fish, a protected area will increase fish 
abundance outside its borders too. Local fisheries 
will profit from MPAs as is proven in numerous 
placesin the world.

Greet Meulepas
Greet Meulepas holds a degree in both Biology 

and Marine and Lacustrine Sciences. She has been 

diving for more than fifteen years and has been 
observing and documenting marine life ever since. 
She is co-director of Beyond Scuba, an online 
underwater imaging company. 

She is an underwater photographer and writes 
the stories for Beyond Scuba’s award-winning short 
documentaries. Her aim is to inform the world about 
what goes on beneath the waves of the ocean. She 
is a conservationist and Mission Blue’s Champion for 
the Mauritian Black River District Hope Spot. She. 
She is passionate about the weird and the wonderful, 
fascinated by the strange way nature works and 
captivated by impressively large and miniature 
creatures alike.
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GREAT WHITE 
SHARK DIVING 
IN CAPE TOWN

You slide into the cage, acclimatizing to the cool 
water, peering between the bars into the blue water 
and looking for a shadow. This is it: the moment you 
have dreamed of all of your life. The chance of coming 
up close and personal with the great white shark sends 
shivers of excitement through your body.

You control your breathing, scanning the waters, 
wiling it to arrive. Suddenly, something changes. The 
baitfish scatter as a shadow slowly looms from the deep. 
The great white shark’s entry is measured, cautious, 
befitting an apex predator of such incredible majesty 
and wholly contrary to pop culture.

Anyone can do this! Yes, that’s right. There is no 
certification needed, as South African operators use 
surface cages. The breath-hold technique is common 
practice, as is the use of snorkels. 

Don’t want to cage dive? The great advantage with 
most sharks is that they are very active at the surface 
and can be easily observed from a boat without 
having to go into the shark cage. Surface viewing can 
be better from the cage when the water visibility is 
limited. Surface viewing provides you with the best 
opportunities to capture these amazing and beautiful 
animals on camera!

Written by Karyn Cooper
Photos by International 

photographer Craig Fellows
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The sharks are attracted to the boats by a chum slick. 
Once the sharks are around the boat, a decoy and fish 
heads are used as a point of interest. Great white sharks 
have different personalities. Although most are curious 
and will investigate the boat, they may not stay around. 
We do not feed the sharks. South African law prohibits 
this and we also avoid feeding the sharks for ethical 
and conservation reasons. When choosing an operator, 
ensure ethical commitment and conservation towards 
the sharks and all marine life. The power of choice equals 
sustainability.

While the sharks are our primary focus, we adopt 
an ecosystem style of approach to our trips, much like 
an African safari, so all marine wildlife is observed and 
appreciated to give you a holistic experience.

The time we spend at sea is used to gather data for 
research. This research is used by scientists to understand 
the oceans and their inhabitants and introduce sustainable 
practices to conserve the oceans for future generations.

South Africa offers some of the best unique 
experiences with the great white shark. 

Take an 18-foot great white shark patrolling the 
depths, its eyes focused above, tracking its prey (the 
Cape fur seal): the shark camouflaged, rushing through 
the waters vertically and erupting from the ocean, jaws 
open wide and body pirouetting in the air. Both animals 
slam back into the water; the agile seal turns, heading for 
the shark’s tail, far away from the snapping jaws – but 
the battle has only just begun, with the shark biting and 
coiling as the duel reaches its climax. Observing the great 

white shark breach on a seal is an incredible spectacle!
Apex has operated these trips for more than two 

decades, providing guests with intimate specialty great 
white shark expeditions that focus on hunting, breaching 
and cage diving. The natural predation expedition that 
takes place in July every year is the only photographic and 
natural history opportunity like it in the world.

The Cape coastline waters are truly an incredible place 
to see amazing marine wildlife and for photographers, an 
opportunity almost without equal.

The breaching and hunting great white sharks give 
the ever-alert photographer a chance to capture topside 
water images of these apex predators in action. As with any 
wildlife photography, light, the position of the vessel and 
proximity are carefully considered to give photographers 

the best but also the most respectful chance at ethically 
capturing these events. 

Follow one of the dolphin schools to witness them 
feeding on baitfish as well as have the dolphins interact 
with your vessel, bow-ride or breach during a hunt. 

Other fantastic photo opportunities include the 
African penguin colony. Photographers can get close to 
the penguins and shoot images of these birds amongst 
beautifully rounded boulders.

It is important to point out that over the last few 
years, there have been fewer sightings of great whites 
in two of the four white shark locations: namely False 
Bay and Gansbaai. There has been much speculation 
as to the reasons for this decline. Orcas have taken 
most of the rap; however, we have a different theory. 
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More about that later. What is fascinating is that in the 
absence of the great white shark, other shark species 
have moved into the areas, which has allowed the shark-
cage-diving boats to continue working.

The locations that are seeing great white sharks 
consistently are Mossel Bay and the new area, Bird Island 
in Gqeberha.

The shark-cage diving vessels are mostly 35-foot+ 
catamarans built for working, viewing and diving with 
white sharks in the waters along the Cape coastline. 
We take a maximum of 12 guests onboard. The other 
locations may take anywhere from 20-35 guests. The 
vessel features include flybridges, enclosed cabins, dry 
lockers and ablution facilities.

 As the vessels return to shore each day, there is ample 
opportunity to explore the striking mountains, oceans 
and lands of Africa. 

Ocean activities include cage-diving with the ancient 
undertakers of the sea: the Broadnose sevengill shark. 
Growing to at least 10 feet, these huge sharks have 
disproportionately large heads filled with heavily-serrated 
hex-comb cutting teeth. These large, predatory sharks are 
generally very interactive, coming close to the cages, and 
are very inquisitive. There are few places on earth where 
they occur in shallow water with reasonable visibility. 
Seal Island in False Bay is one such place.

 Another amazing dive is the pelagic trip, with the 
target species being mako and blue sharks. We find the 
sharks off Cape Point in the inky blue waters of the warm 
open ocean. The Agulhas current supports a whole range 
of marine life and there is also a small chance of seeing 
smooth hammerheads and bronze whaler sharks. 

A great part of this trip is that it is an all-around nature 
experience. You will get to see spectacular views of Cape 
Point from the water; a large variety of pelagic sea birds; 
and, very often, a variety of Cetacean species. 

Dive with the “dogs of the ocean”: the Cape fur seal. 
Curious and playful, they will often put on a display of 
underwater “hydrobatics” and make mock charges before 
veering off at the last second. They also make great 
photographic subjects…if you are fast enough!

The top five land activities are Table Mountain (situated 

above Cape Town city), Robben Island, the Cape of Good 
Hope, the Boulders Beach penguin colony located a few 
minutes from Simon’s Town and the Constantia wineries.

As a shark lover, the ideal package would include a 
visit to all four great white shark locations. 

Seal Island in False Bay is a historical landmark where 
the breaching great white sharks were discovered in the 
90s. This behavior has been documented by the Discovery 
Channel and led to the now-famous Air Jaws series as 
seen on Shark Week. Trips depart daily from the naval 
village of Simon’s Town. 

The second location, Gansbaai, also known as the 
Great White Shark Capital, is where you will find the 
famous Shark Alley. The South African cage-diving 
industry has its roots here. 

Further up the coastline, at the start of the beautiful 
Garden Route, is Mossel Bay. This area offers dedicated 
sunrise breaching trips in June and July, which is not to be 
missed, and cage diving all year round in a protected bay. 

Lastly, Bird Island off Gqeberha is as wild as it gets. 
The site offers breaching and cage diving all in one trip. As 
the dive site is far offshore, the weather conditions need 
to be perfect, with a recommended three-day window 
period in which to plan your trip.

Our location at the southernmost tip of Africa 
does not permit the luxury of liveaboard experiences. 
Therefore, every package includes clean and 
comfortable accommodation to suit any budget close 
to the shark centers. 

If the great white shark is your main reason for visiting 
South Africa and you have the time, book a longer stay. 
This will allow for bad weather as well as give you the 
most opportunities to see what you would like to see.

But not all is well in paradise; over the last few years, 
a small group of dedicated conservationists has sounded 
the alarm that South Africa’s smoothhound and soupfin 
shark populations are collapsing.

A fishery working along the Cape coastline has been 
overfishing these sharks on a devastatingly intense basis. 

This shark meat is exported to Australia, where it 
is sold in fish and chips under the name of “flake.” The 
shark meat is often not fit for human consumption, 
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as it contains 14 times the recommended levels of 
heavy metal content.

Although permits are required for this fishery, it is not 
sustainably managed by the Department of Environment, 
Forestry & Fisheries (DAFF).

The DAFF imposes no catch limits or size limits and 
requires no observers on board. Despite our best efforts 
to engage with the DAFF, our pleas have landed on deaf 
(pun intended!) ears. The DAFF’s scientists have also 
systematically warned their management of this collapse 
and have recommended various restrictions be put in 
place to better manage the fishery since 2011. And yet 
the DAFF has taken no action.

The science is very clear: at the current rates, not 
only does South Africa stand to lose its most iconic 
shark species but this in turn is having a devastating 
impact on the tourism industry, our economy and our 
ecosystem’s health. Removing apex predators is never 
a good thing!

Please visit sharkfreechips.com to assist us in taking 
meaningful action.

• When to go: The peak season months for great 
white sharks are June and July. This is the Cape 
winter and you can expect the air temperature 
to be anywhere between 53 and 86 degrees 
Fahrenheit and the sea temperature anywhere 
between 53 and 63 degrees Fahrenheit. This 
time of the year is also prime time to do a 
wildlife safari. As you will most likely be traveling 
from afar, it makes sense to do a combination of 
surf and turf.

• How to get there: Depending on which location 
you are visiting, the suggested route changes. Fly 
direct to Cape Town International for the Simon’s 
Town and Gansbaai locations. The O.R. Tambo 
airport in Johannesburg has flights connecting to 
George (Mossel Bay) and Gqeberha (formerly Port 
Elizabeth).

• Airport transfers: All locations offer airport 
transfers. Prices on application. Airport transfers 
are included for guests who book five or more 
shark trips.
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• Where to stay: 
Cape Town 
Cape Town’s city center is central for diving in both 
Gansbaai and Simon’s Town. Simon’s Town, a quaint 
naval village, offers divers an all-around experience. 
The Grosvenor Guest House and Quayside Hotel are 
two excellent options.
Gansbaai
The Great White Shark Guest House is perfectly 
situated across the road from the meeting point and 
most rooms enjoy sea views. 
Mossel Bay
The Protea by Marriott is close to the launch site. A 
budget option is the Santos Express. Stay on a train 
next to the beach! 

• What you should bring: Bring a diving mask 
and face masks. A windbreaker/weather jacket. 
Dress in layers: closed shoes, beanie, scarf, 
hat/cap and polarized sunglasses. Bring your 
bathing costume, sunblock, lip-ice, camera and 
towels as well. 

• What the costs are likely to be: Starting from 25,000 
ZAR ($1,720 USD).

• Duration: Five half-day trips minimum.
• What can participants expect after the diving day?

Most of the shark trips are four hours in duration. 
Thereafter, we offer diving activities including kelp-forest, 
seal, reef and wreck dives. Land tours include, among 
others, the Cape of Good Hope, Boulders Beach penguin 
colony, Table Mountain, Robben Island and Winery Tours.

Karyn Cooper - Born in Johannesburg, South Africa, 
Karyn Cooper started diving in the mid-90s. Her first dive 
memory was that of a reef shark at Sodwana Bay. This 
was the start of a love affair with sharks. Her passion and 
her career came together when she worked for Divestyle 
Magazine, kicking off a journey of diving with sharks all 
over the world. One such opportunity was a great-white-
shark cage dive in Gansbaai. Soon after, she relocated to 
Cape Town to join Apex Shark Expeditions. She has dived 
in all the great white shark locations in South Africa as 
well as in Guadalupe, Mexico.  
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New-Moon Darkness 
No light escaped the darkness. The moon hid behind 

its own shadow and stars barely made it through hazy 
skies. Yet nobody considers observing the stars. In fact, 
the divers’ eyes themselves shone as brightly as the stars 
and together, their lit-up, smiling faces speaking loudly 
of the greatest underwater experience they might ever 
witness. Only when mind and heart calm down can 
people come back to the beginning of the story and parse 

out what happened since the previous night.
At 2:00 in the morning, the mood onboard the Blue 

Shark Liveaboard was sky-high. The last round of gin and 
tonic was on the table. (Truthfully said, one of the last ones. 
The real last one was still far from sight.) 

We arrived in the shallow lagoon surrounding North Ari 
Atoll by sunset. Back in Corona-free times, it used to be a 
busy whale-shark-watching spot for many tour operators. 
Surprisingly, that night, we were the only liveaboard setting 

THE
LAST
ONE

Written by Martin Strmiska
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off for whale sharks. When the darkness engulfed the last 
pieces of colorful sky, the powerful light at the stern of Blue 
Shark was the only source of light to attract plankton. 

Shortly, the first whale shark arrived. Swimming in 
circles, he regularly approached the spots with the highest 
concentration of plankton to check what was for dinner. It 
was only a starter then; tiny worms, jellyfish-like organisms 
and little fish weren’t tasty enough to keep this behemoth 
feeding on them for long. However, the message about food 

being served goes viral quickly. So did the excitement on 
board. It didn’t take long for another two big players to join 
while excited snorkelers had no option but to cool down in 
the water. 

The attraction of the offering on that night’s plankton 
menu got the attention of EcoProDivers Owner Alex,  who 
operated the safari boat. The most he has ever witnessed 
was eight animals feeding at the time; however, that night 
had a strong potential to outnumber the record.       
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The Feast Hypnosis
Floating on the surface and spotting a huge white 

belly swimming out from the darkness, approaching the 
happening directly without hesitation was a little tense, 
but almost immediately it was evident that these animals 
were fully aware of us, of themselves and of their position 
in the water relative to us. Despite reaching more than 8 
meters in length (average size of local adult whale shark 
population) and passing next to humans within a distance 
of decimeters, whale sharks are 100 percent aware of 
their swimming path and the position of the divers in 
the water. Even if the natural movement of their tails 
might interfere with a human’s body position, the sharks 
would keep it bent to avoid any contact, so precise are 
these giants. Observing the feeding event for two hours 
not only told us a lot about whale shark physiology and 
behavior but it satisfied everyone’s desire to see the 
biggest fish. One couldn’t possibly get a closer or more 
personal encounter than this. 

Yet the action didn’t stop. By 10 p.m., there seemed 
to be more fish mass than water volume behind the boat. 
Ten massive sharks gently fought for their space under the 
light. The biggest ones occupied the best spots and only 
when they decided to temporarily leave the prime spot 
could the smaller ones get in. Two hours later, the slack 
tide stopped all water movement, and as the tiny shrimp 
invasion joined the show, concentration of plankton 
reached its peak. From then on, things were out of control. 
There is but one rule down there: swallow as much as you 
can. All whale sharks kept a stationary position, facing the 
surface and continually gulping a shrimp cocktail. They 
didn’t care about snorkelers or themselves. They bumped 
into each other, stacked on top of each other and feasted 
as if there would be no tomorrow.
Corona Times

Those who have undertaken any travels since the 
pandemic broke out know that once you take the 
mask off upon arrival, all COVID-related thoughts start 
fading until they vanish completely. Here in Maldives, 
they still pop up every day, yet in a very pleasant way. 
The unusually intense whale-shark activity was a result 
of compliance of perfect natural conditions, timing and 

the absence of other boats due to the pandemic. For 
the same reasons, there was another great event to 
come the following night.  

A night dive at Alimatha Jetty used to be a highlight 
of boat trips in central atolls. Hundreds of nurse sharks 
and dozens of rays are there by sunset to accompany 
divers and beg for food. In busy times, it wasn’t rare 
to see 10 boats dropping their divers on top of each 
other. The dive site became a circus, which was hated 
by some and loved by others, but the truth is that it 
was completely the opposite of an isolated wild place: 
overcrowded and unpleasant.

That night, the spot looked abandoned. The Alimatha 
resort was closed. One Dhoni had just dropped a bunch 
of divers, but no other boats arrived, meaning after an 
hour, the dive site was all ours. At twilight, we were 
down drifting in dark blue water. The visibility was at 
its best, hence the view in all directions being clear. 
A big school of humpback snappers found a swirling 
spot to hide from the current. Parrotfish made cracking 
sounds as they bit coral sculptures. A half dozen grey 
reef sharks observed divers from a distance. 

But where are all the nurse sharks and rays? They 
were gone, or at least it seemed so at first glance. As 

there are no frequent visitors who bring food, the animals 
went back to their natural behavior. The nurse sharks 
no longer swim directly to divers and accompany them 
throughout the dive. Since the stronger current didn’t 
allow us to swim around and actively search for fish 
life, we waited. And waited. Water turned black, tanks 
got empty and the current slowed down. It was almost 
time to go up when white silhouettes shimmered in the 
distance. It took a few fin kicks to see the magic. Inside the 
channel, the enormous shoal of nurse sharks reminded 
me of a ball of snakes. As sharks discover small groups of 
divers, they welcome them to become a part of the show. 
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Undisturbed, they swim around in circles within touching 
distance. Regularly, they change the direction and swim 
between humans as if they are happy to see them again.          
Vibrant Colors and Finest Sand

The combination of rich coral reefs, schools of fish 
and big animals that the Maldives has to offer is hard to 
find elsewhere. It’s been five years since bleaching events 
in 2015 and 2016 damaged a lot of the shallow parts of 
the reef in some areas throughout the atolls. Luckily, not 
all reefs were affected, but even the ones that looked 
like deserts before now show signs of recovery. Tiny new 
corals pop up from the ash, and in some places, fish are 
happy to move back to refurbished homes. Densely-
packed sweetlips still stare at divers at Moofushi while 
manta rays park over the cleaning station. The friendliest 
school of batfish still greets divers at Fotteyo and grey 
reef sharks are still in full force at Bathala Thila. However, 
the crowds of divers are no longer to be seen, which 
obviously isn’t a bad sign.  

Sifting the finest sand through the toes and sipping 
a cold beer on a lonely island had never felt any better. 
Back in the good times, for many of us, even the coldest 
beer wasn’t cold enough and the finest sand no longer 
felt fine enough under our feet. Only when annoying 
circumstances prevented us from travelling did we want 
to come back to those precious moments to enjoy them 
all over again. We thought it might have been the last 
opportunity to drift along the coral reef, to hear those 
parrotfish scraping coral sculptures. Yet there we were 
enjoying the tropical moment at its best. Was it the last 
one? Only if we want it to be the last!    

EcoProDivers UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Email: info@ecoprodivers.com
Germany: +49 174 6904998
Maldives: +960 7658528
Website: www.ecoprodivers.com
Facebook: ecoprodivers ǀ Instagram: coprodivers      
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I’ve done more than 2500 dives in all sorts of places 
under all sorts of conditions, and now I have settled for 
Mauritius because who wouldn’t choose to live in this 
little piece of paradise? And I bought a diving centre so 
that I could dive for free and write about fish, fight the 
conservation don’t-eat-fish corner and make videos. I also 
bought new equipment in 2017. 

I always supported Beauchat, used it for 20 years, 
wonderful equipment. Until suddenly service was no 
longer available. My reg was getting older, and I couldn’t 
get it serviced. I needed a new purge valve. My power 
inflator was faulty. The Beauchat site was strangely 
unresponsive so after a while I gave up. I love the French, 
but French manufacturers seem to think they are doing 
you a favour, and it’s up to you to please them, it’s not 
their problem if you can’t explain the issues. 

No worries I thought, let’s give Scubapro a try. There 
is a local supplier, the Head of Diving at the dive centre 

recommended it, and all the staff think it’s a great brand. 
Scubapro regs are used in the dive centre and they are 
user friendly and readily serviced in-house.

I’m a journalist not an instructor so I must be guided 
by the pros, and I ordered my fabulous new state of 
the art Scubapro Evo MK 25 Titanium reg, top of the 
Scubapro -she owns the diving centre so -she- has- to- 
set- an- example- range and waited for it to arrive. It was 
fabulous. What a pleasure, I use 100 bar of Nitrox on a 
60-minute dive, and it’s fantastic. Breathes easy, silent, 
no squeaks, what a pleasure. 1200 dives on and it still 
delivers air soundlessly.

Except that…. the designer cover plate is chrome, as 
befits the Rolls Royce of Regulators. But it’s held on with 2 
tiny rivets, also chrome. The other 2 sides are not attached 
to anything, so in the diving bag the fabric lifts them to 
right angles. My wonderful new Rolls Royce sometimes 
looks like a pre-Putin Lada. However, it’s now 2021, and 

AN EQUIPMENT
REVIEW FOR
DUMMIES

Written by Jill Holloway

four years on I still love it. It’s a survivor, because I don’t 
look after it, the dive centre does, and those guys are 
really careful, because I’m a technophobe.

My very practical and perfect BC Scubapro Bella is 
PINK fabric, has great pockets but it wore out quite quickly. 
Why PINK Scubapro? Women who dive HATE pink. And 
the latest Bella is a virulent eye-wateringly hectic pink, 
and it’s now made with some sort of hard plastic stuff, 
I expect its more durable. Maybe only Mauritius stocks 
these pink ones- I see there is a large colour variety on the 
Scubapro website.

My 3 ml Scubapro wetsuit has blue scrolling designs 
on it, and its gorgeous. It fits, works and looks great after 
3 years of diving.

I previously used to use an Aladdin Uvatec diving 
computer, and I buy up every one I can find for the dive 
centre. They are simple, reliable, and tell me what I need 
to know. But servicing is becoming a problem because the 

batteries cannot be replaced in-house.
So, I now use a Scubapro Computer- it’s the latest 

generation of dive computers. It’s a tad more 
complicated than I can readily understand without 
reading the very complicated manual, but the local 
supplier is the agent for them. When the battery goes 
flat it can easily be replaced. 

I send my repairs to Prakesh at Scubapro in Point 
au Cannoniers and they are back within a week. The 
guys there bend over backwards to assist with the 
smallest problem. 

Anyway, I love the brand, I love the gear, and I’m 
told that next year the Scubapro guys are bringing out 
a new fin. Can’t wait to try that one- although it will be 
hard to beat my Mares Plana Avanti fins.

Copyright Ocean Spirit www.osdiving.com
Pics: Gopro & Jill Holloway
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Please note that references made in this story are 
made to depths that are beyond recreational limits.  
Always make sure you that you are diving in situations 
that are related to your training.

Looking for a different type of dive? Here are some 
worldwide “deepest pools” for your enjoyment!

NEMO 33 – Brussels, Belgium - A pool that 
originated the trend of designing the “world’s deepest 
pool”, NEMO 33 takes its name for two reasons: the 
depth of the pool is 33 metres and the temperature is 
regulated at 33 degrees Celsius! The pool, like others 
you will hear about in this article, is a haven for free 
divers and for scuba divers alike.  Features include 
leveled surfaces at 5 metres, 10 metres and a diving 
well that goes down to 33 metres.  

I’ve personally visited three times and a great 
highlight was not only exploring the space but being 
able to watch video underwater while others were 
enjoying the projected footage on “dry land” in NEMO 
33’s in house restaurant.  In the times that I’ve been 
there traditionally movies have played but I took 
particular delight in being able to watch the Olympic 
marathon while sitting underwater!

How to get there: Flights are plentiful in and out of 
Brussels airport or you may choose to take a train into 
one of Brussels’ three train stations.  From there NEMO 
33 is easily accessible by public transit.

Looking for a dive buddy for NEMO 33 or other dive 
services? Contact NAUI rep for Belgium, Jean-Marc Claes 
(jmclaes@europe.naui.org).

FROM ZERO TO 
SIXTY IN A MATTER 
OF MINUTES:
THE POOL EXPERIENCE 

TIME TO DIVE – Leuven, Belgium - If you’re like me, 
you like to pack in multiple dive opportunities on a trip 
to a specific area.  So after you’re done your time at 
NEMO33, why not hop over to Time To Dive?  While there 
you can explore artificial wrecks and a lively selection of 
marine life in this 10-metre dive tank.  

How to get there: Like NEMO33 you will need to 
access the city centre of Brussels and then take a train or 
drive to Leuven which is approximately 35 minutes east.

Want to get some training done in this facility? Contact 
Dennis Gryncewicz, owner and NAUI instructor by email: 
dennis@timetodive.be

Y-40 THE DEEP JOY – Montegrotto Terme, Italy - Y-40 
– located about an hour outside of Venice – opened in 
2014 and replaced NEMO 33 as the world’s deepest pool.  

Y-40 has various attractions including an “underwater 
cave system”, a tunnel that keeps onlookers dry and allows 
for great photo opportunities if you’re diving or not, and 
the prestige of having its depth measured by champion 
Italian free diver Umberto Pelizzari.

How to get there: The nearest international airport to 
Y-40 is in Venice, Italy; then it is about an hour’s train ride 
to the village where Y-40 is located.  For more information 
and the finer details, contact the NAUI rep for Italy, 
Antonio Arcucci by email at aarcucci@europe.naui.org.

DEEPSPOT - Mszczonów, Poland - Fast forward to 
December 2020 and a new kid was in town.  Deepspot 
opened in Mszczonów, Poland just outside of Warsaw.  Its 
depth is 45 metres (and 47 centimetres!) and states on 
its official website that it is the “only dive site in Poland 
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without a thermocline!”.  Bottom features include a wreck 
and a wonderful constructed face that evokes memories 
of a Mayan ruin of days gone by.

How to get there: Flights can be arranged from 
your departure point to Warsaw and then travel 50 
kilometres southwest to Deepspot. Like any time that 
you are travelling to a dive site you should contact 
someone in the area who has local knowledge; in 
this case, feel free to contact Petr Rehak (prehak@
europe.naui.org) to have your questions answered 
about this facility!

DLRG TAUCHTURM – Berlin, Germany - Yes, this is a 
50-metre-deep tank that you can dive in. However, it’s only 
12 metres deep.  Confused? Don’t be! The “tauchturm” 
is a “simulated depth tank” where you can participate 

in a dive that parallels that of up to a 50-metre dive. 
While it does serve for a good majority of the time 
for other purposes such as scientific medicine, you 
can book time for you or your group to have this new 
experience. For further information, contact the facility 
at: tauchturm@berlin.dlrg.de 

How to get there? Like the majority of mainland 
Europe, flights and trains arrive in Berlin arrive on a 
regular basis in the city.  From there it’s just a hop onto 
public transport to get to dive something that is likely 
much different that you’ve dived before!

DEEP DIVE DUBAI – Dubai, UAE - Leapfrogging to 
a staggering 60 metres of depth, Deep Dive Dubai has 
held the title of “world’s deepest pool” for roughly two 
months at the time of this writing.  While it is slowly 

rolling its doors open for public access (having opened 
in late July 2021), images that have surfaced online 
show an underwater city that features a games room 
with a foosball table and arcade machines but also the 
knowledge that it houses its own hyperbaric chamber 
in case of emergency.

How to get there: Grab yourself a flight to Dubai and 
grab a taxi to travel the 20 kilometres to the site.

IN PROGRESS - Much has been reported about “Blue 
Abyss”, set to open in the future in the Cornwall, England 
area in the future. According to its website, Blue Abyss 
will appeal to a range of markets by simulating extreme 
environments in a safe and controlled setting and include 
the world’s first commercial astronaut training centre. 
Add the UK to your list of pool experiences!

IN SUMMARY - As you can see, the idea of a 
“superpool” has very much come to be in the last twenty 
years.  They will continue to sprout up – and hopefully on 
other continents as well!

Images courtesy: 
Nemo 33 – nemo33.com | Y-40 – express.co.uk
Deepspot - @deepspotpoland on Instagram
DLRG Tauchturm - berlin.dlrg.de
Deep Dive Dubai – deepdivedubai.com
Blue Abyss: blueabyss.uk

Quote from Blue Abyss has been sourced from:  
www.blueabyss.uk/blog/post/blue-abyss-brings-

worlds-biggest-and-deepest-pool-to-cornwall
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DIVING
SODWANA
BAY KWAZULU NATAL

SOUTH AFRICA

Written by Jill Holloway
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I did my first Open Water Dive at Sodwana Bay South 
Africa. You launch directly into the waves from the beach.

There was a howling gale and the boat ahead of us 
flipped, spilling tanks and divers into a dangerously rough 
sea. We launched through heavy surf on a diabolical 
flat bottom boat which hit each wave head on until you 
thought your kidneys would fall out, we were the last 
boat out before the beach was closed to diving.  It’s the 
worst launch I have ever experienced, and I thought there 
was no way I would ever suffer this again. We dropped 
into calm exquisite natural beauty like I’ve never seen in 
my life. Great banks of plate corals. Massive potato bass. 

Glorious colourful shoals, hunting morays. It was a world 
unknown, and I have never left it. That was when I fell 
in love. With the ocean, with the life aquatic, and with 
Sodwana Bay.

Fly into King Chaka Airport Durban and rent a car with 
Avis or Europcar, both are good. Pick up pest repellent 
and a strong 50 Factor Sunscreen You can buy everything 
else you want at the SPAR at Mbazwana. Head up the 
North Coast, and the adventure begins.

This is not your average diving holiday. There are 5 
magnificent Game Reserves all within 60 km of Sodwana 
Bay. You certainly need to add a couple of days off diving 
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to explore them, so book for at least 2 weeks, enjoying at 
least one Safari and a night at Hilltop Camp in Hluhluwe 
with a break between dives to camp at Mkusi, 30 km from 
Sodwana or Tembe Game Reserve, 45 km away, and home 
of the largest black elephants in the world.

The roads are magnificent, and the speed limit is 120 
km/hour on major roads.

You will drive a right-hand drive vehicle on the left of 
the road, and it should take you 3 hours to reach Sodwana.  
Take a right towards the town of Hluhluwe, pick up petrol; 
and some literature about the area from the Tourism 
kiosk, switch on your GPS (if you switch it on too soon you 
will spend 3 hours in the Mkusi Game Reserve) and follow 
the Sodwana Bay signs. There is a burgeoning community 
in Mbazwana, the local town, and they are great people, 
friendly and hospitable.

Sodwana Bay is in the North of the 275 km long coastal 
Isimangaliso Wetland Park so its protected, and so are the 
reefs. There is little local fishing, and no reef destruction. 

There is no overpopulation and pillaging of coral reefs 

by impoverished local communities dependent on marine 
resources here. Sodwana Bay has been inside a National 
Park for 90 years, so the local Zulu community has not 
had free access to the protected marine environment. 
Consequently, the marine resources never became part 
of traditional tribal diet. The Sodwana Bay reefs remain 
pristine and the crayfish live to a ripe old age, while giant 
cowries flourish untouched, and hermit crabs grow to a 
monstrous size using gigantic and discarded conch shells. 
Corals are incredible and fish life abundant.

Some roads are unmade, and I always take a 4 x 4 
when I go. It gives better access to little known areas 
around Sodwana like Lake Sibaya, full of hippo and 
crocodiles, and adds spice to the adventure. Quaint 
handcrafts, an indigenous market and Rustic Ramble, 
a charming shopping precinct, and The Lighthouse 
Restaurant, are all worth a visit.

Rental gear is excellent, and all diving is done off 
RIB rubber Zodiac boats, with tanks and gear secured in 
the middle with tank straps and feet in the foot straps. 
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Backward roll is the only option here.
I have stayed at almost all the resorts at Sodwana, 

and there are a number, most registered with Tourism 
Gradings Council of South Africa so you can take your 
pick on booking.com.

Wi-Fi is everywhere, and there is no malaria, although 
the little bush mosquitos can give you a nasty bite, so the 
pest repellent is a good idea. The reefs are varied, and 
while there are no wrecks or walls there are spectacular 
and varied corals and big fish. The prehistoric Coelacanth 
lurks in the deep drop-off at Jesser Canyon, where a 
submersible from the Oceanographic Society researches 
its habits. Lurking at from 70 to 120 metres, it’s too deep 
for recreational diving.

Best time to go is undoubtedly summer, November 
to May. Water temperature is a cool 17-21C in winter to 
24-26C in summer.  Viz is around 20-40m in summer, less 
in winter, and the sand is golden.

In January the corals spawn, and the reefs fill with 
ravening shoals of hunting fish. It’s a macro paradise, and 

if you have a camera it’s worth the effort to bring a wide 
-angle lens to film the feeding frenzy. Massive shoals of 
kingfish and trevally hunt across the reefs, and whit tip 
sharks cruise the gullies and canyons 

In winter the whales, whale sharks and mantas arrive. 
There are always dolphins, and they surf the bow wave to 
the distant reefs. Each reef is named according to it distance 
from Jesser Point, which is the launch point for dive boats.

It’s exhilarating, exciting and dramatic diving.
We always hired a youngster to look after our gear, 

carry our tanks from the car and generally wash and 
care for it. These guys developed a passion for the 
ocean, quickly wanting to see the magical undersea 
world for themselves. The divers who drove down from 
Johannesburg would bring equipment for them, give 
them outgrown BCs and regs and they began to learn to 
dive. Greg de Valle, owner of Scuba Centre in Sodwana 
Bay began to train his team.

After 20 years Sodwana Scuba Centre offers the best 
service I have ever experienced in a dive operation, and 
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that includes Bali and Mauritius whose service levels are 
definitive. Ben my DM takes care of my gear, and I get 
a dry wet-suit every morning. Prince, the skipper on my 
boat, makes sure my gear is loaded at the back- where I 
like to sit on the boat.  These 2 guys are humble in their 
excellence. They are aware of their customer’s every need, 
and they make diving with them an absolute pleasure. 

A good tip if you want a cushioned smooth ride, sit 
at the back of a RIB, and if you want the benefit of a skin 
conditioning, face front and let the salt spray hit your 
face, it makes your skin glow. Always take Polaroids if you 
have them so you can see the reefs and keep them on for 
the ride to protect your eyes.

To own land at Sodwana Bay is not possible, as it 
is within the Trust area owned by the Zulu King and 
controlled by the Ingonyama Trust, who issue leases on 
his behalf to approved residents. To live here, you have to 
become a member of the local tribal community.

I was privileged to be inducted as an honorary Zulu, 
as a result of a little conservation effort. The National 
Park guys were complaining that an invader vine of was 
strangling the natural bush.  It was not economic to 
remove it, the area is huge, and their staff limited.  

When you have a business in Johannesburg that 
needs specialised gift packaging every year and dive at 
Sodwana once a month or so, you cannot just sit back and 
watch the poverty and the struggles of a rural population 
to survive. Victoria, the mother of our gear washing guy 
Thami came to my house to ask if he could be paid before 
his work was over at the end of our holiday. We naturally 
agreed but she had left it too late and her child died… and 
my head exploded. I found out that she could not afford 
to take the child to hospital. 

I had a cosmetics company, and each year we had 
to find exciting packaging for our Xmas ranges. I invited 
Simone Buys, a Belgian United Nations Aid Worker to 
stay at Sodwana for a month at my company’s expense. I 
asked her to find a way for the women to make products 
in vast quantities from sustainable resources including 
this vine. She taught them to make baskets that would 
house toiletry bottles from coloured strapping, and 
weave body scrubbers and bath mitts from sisal. I found 

a local farmer in Hluhluwe who supplied wonderful sisal. 
She showed them how to make nests from the vine, and 
line them with coconut husks for bath bombs and bath 
salts. It was brilliant, innovative packaging, and it solved 
a huge problem.

We devised 6 items, and each item was given a quality 
standard. When Simone left the wife of a local diver became 
the co-ordinator. I supplied the sisal and strapping, and the 
women collected the vine and made the nests. We bought 
their production. I met with the Nkosi, the Traditional Leader, 
and he authorised the wives of the Indunas to establish a 
community outreach programme. Once a week one person 
would deliver the production of her area to Crafters in 
Mbazwana, collecting the strapping and sisal products for 
her group. Everyone worked from home. Payment was in 
cash and immediate. Over the years the women formed 
tight social groups across tribal lines, and communication 

gave them better ways to solve problems. The women could 
work from home, the old ladies could earn pin money, and 
everyone could care for their kids.

They proudly said ‘We don’t go to work. Work comes to us.’ 
Logistically it was difficult to get the items up to 

Johannesburg for finishing, but the divers took care of 
that. Every weekend the big 4 x 4s would roar back to 
Johannesburg loaded with rural production, and we had 
our supply chain. Almost every diver has taken something 
back over time. All finishing was done in Johannesburg in 
our factory there.

The South African chain stores, British Army and Navy 
Stores, and even Makro a local division of the USA chain 
Macys all bought the products with this story attached. 
They loved that they were helping rural poverty. They 
loved that they were helping rid the natural bush of an 
invader. The divers loved to know that they were helping 

to eradicate rural poverty. Within 5 years the vine was 
gone, and 3000 people from a 30 000-community strong 
community was employed one way or another. It was 
great to see ladies who had previously lived in mud- and 
-stick houses building with brick at last.

We outgrew our little storeroom in Mbazwana, and 
the local Nkosi rewarded me with a property at Sodwana. 
I used the profits from the Cosmetics business to build 
Crafters Lodge. You could go and stay there, its rustic but 
has Wi-Fi. I have moved to Mauritius, so I no longer own 
it, but you can still book, and you will meet some of those 
amazing women. Witness Nomusa Davey and Joseph 
Zikhali are still there. Please give them my love when you 
go. And you will have the best diving I have ever enjoyed. 

Words: Jill Holloway 
Pics: David Holloway
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